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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A STATEMENT OF THE PROB M W
The us© of the teacher-made test has been the
principal means for determining the grad© of the pupil.
The grade in turn has been used as a basis for deciding
whether or not the pupil is ready for promotion or grad
uation.

Although the concept of the grade may be over

emphasized In the educational system, it nevertheless
exercises a considerable influence over the pupil.

In

view of these considerations, every effort should be mad©
to insure that the grade be as accurate as possible.
The teacher-giade test may be divided into two main
categories, the objective and the subjective.

The latter

Is better known as the essay-type of test. The objective
test has com® into vogue In recent years and Is now widely
used as an evaluating instrument.

The essay or subjective-

type test, while still being employed in the school, has
been accused of lacking in validity because it does not
measure what it Is supposed to measure and of lacking in
reliability because, since It Is dependent on the opinion
of the teacher, it often fails to measure consistently what
it does measure.

The objective-type of examination was

introduced in an attempt to remedy many of the evils of
the essay examination.

In various school subjects, how

ever, such as history, English, and even the sciences,
the teacher on an objective examination could be predis
posed toward certain answers In which there would be
room for argument*

Many believe that this difficulty

would not exist in any mathematics examination, since
such an exact subject would not permit variation in
answers.
This study dealt with one branch of mathematics,
namely, elementary algebra.

It was limited to the teachers

of this subject in the secondary schools of Montana,
One of the aspects of the study was to examine and
evaluate the current testing procedures of the teachers of
elementary algebra.

Two types of elementary algebra

tests were taken Into consideration.

On© type was the

major test given at the end of a report period, for example,
yearly, semester, or six weeks; the other was the minor
test given daily or at less frequent intervals.

Information

concerning the preparation, administration, and evaluation
procedures of these two types of tests was obtained by
means of a questionnaire sent out to a sample of Montana
teachers of algebra.
One part of the questionnaire was devoted to the de
termination of the degree of agreement among teachers on
the scoring of two elementary algebra problems.

On®

problem concerned the solution of a fractional equations
the other was a statement problem giving a fractional
equation to solve when- set up#

Errors were deliberately

Introduced into the solutions of each problem.
The other phase of the study was concerned with the
teacher-made test itself*

Each teacher was requested to

send in a copy of a major elementary algebra test which had
been given recently to his class.

These tests were evalu

ated in terms of their validity and reliability.
IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM
The problem Is important because the test is used
to determine the grade of the pupil.

Such grades are

ordinarily averaged to form a final grade.

The final

grade dictates the future of the pupil in that subject or
line of endeavor.

Some feel the mark is overemphasized

and that the grading system should be eliminated as a result.
Others feel that drastic changes such as reducing the mark
ing system to a pass or fall basis should be made.
or not these changes should be mad© Is debatable*

Whether
For the

present, however# the marking system is still in use*
If the marking system is to exercise a considerable
influence over the pupil# the accuracy a d the precision
of the evaluating instruments that determine such marks
should be of paramount consideration.

The validity of the

test is a measure of the accuracy of the results and the
reliability a measure of how precis© the results are.

The

problem Is Important from the asuset of validity and re
liability*
If every mathematics problem has a definite answer,
marking in an objective manner should be simple*

The

more objectively a problem can b© marked, the more agree
ment there should be among those who grad© it*

If there is

disagreement in the evaluation of the pupil’s work on the
problem, it is probably because of other factors entering
into the ©valuation*

These factors may contribute to the

subjectivity of the marking procedure.

It is important

that these factors be studied as to their actual relation
to a good evaluation procedure*
The procedures of the teacher in the preparation,
administration, and evaluation of the test determine
whether or not the test will be a good measuring instrument.
Therefore, a study of t hese procedures appears to have merit.
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
As Indicated above, part of the material for the
study was compiled from a questionnaire sent to elementary
algebra instructors in various schools in the state of
Montana.

Alternate schools were chosen from those listed

In a pamphlet*** issued by the State Department of Public
Instruction of Montana.

Each alternate school, giving a

total of 100, was separated according to the three classes
1
^Montana Educational Directory, State Department
of Public Instruction, Helena, Montana, 1952-1955.

of districts, the county high schools being placed in &
separate classification*
The first class district is defined as follows*
A first class district is on© which has a
population of eight thousand or more, employs
a superintendent who has had at least five years
experience in public school work, end is administered by a board of seven trustees*
The second class district is defined as follows*
A second ©lass district Is on© which has a
population of on© thousand or more and less than
eight thousand ! it employs a superintendent who
has had at least three years experience in public
school workj it is controlled by a board of five
members*
The third class district is defined as follows
A third class district is on® with a population
of less than on® thousand and is controlled by a
board of three members* A third class district
employing more than one teacher may employ either
a superintendent or principal or both* The oneroom rural schools, of which there are slightly
over nine hundred with an enrollment of approxi
mately 9,300, are not Included here.
e
The county high school is defined as follows*0
A County High School is under the control of
a County High School Board. The administrative
officer for the board is the High School Principal.
The County High School Board consists of seven
members, of which the county superintendent is one
and the remaining six are appointed by the county
commissioners•

gIbld.. p. S.
8Ibld.. p. 8.
4Ibid.. p. 17.
Slbld.. p. 27.

3
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Th© questionnaire was mailed in the spring of
1953*

Each teacher was requested to return, with the

questionnaire, a major test, together with the pupil
scores on the test*

The pupils were to be designated only

by letter or number*
Returns on the first distribution of the question
naire were received from only thirty-eight teachers of
the 100 to whom they were sent#

The names of the elemen

tary algebra Instructors who did not reply to the first
set of questionnaires were obtained from the Fart A Forms
in the State Department of Public Instruction in Helena
through the courtesy of Mr* William 1* King, State High
School Supervisor#

The elementary algebra Instructors

were not addressed by name when the first set of question
naires was sent out* The Fart A Forms revealed that ten
third elass schools apparently did not offer elementary
algebra#
survey#

Hon© of these ten schools replied In the first
These ten schools were eliminated from the

survey and ten other third class schools listed in the
Fart A files alternately to those eliminated were chosen*
A second set of questionnaires was sent out to the sixtytwo remaining schools#

When only fifteen replied, follow-

up letters were sent out and seventeen more replies were
obtained#®

The questionnaire, the letters mailed with the
questionnaires in the two surveys, the follow-up letter,
and the list of the schools In the survey may be found in
the appendix.

Th© following table gives the number and per
centage of questionnaire returns from each of the three
classes of districts and the county high schools#

It

also indicates the number and percentage of teachers who
sent tests, as well as th© number and percentage of teachers
who included test scores#

■8TABLE I
m s m m aid

op returns
01 THE
QUESTIONNAIRE* TESTS, AND TEST SCORES
percentage

First
Class^

Second
Class*

Third
Class*

County
High
School

All

Total number

5

67

106

17

195

lumber In survey

5

35

55

5

100

Number of returns
on questionnaire**

4

89

33

4

70

Percentage of returns
on questionnaire
80.0

82.9

60,0

lumber of teachers
who returned tests

19

17

54.3

30,9

3

Percentage of returns
on test
60,0
lumber of teachers
who returned pupil
scores

0

Percentage of returns
on pupil scores

0.0

8
22.9

11
20,0

#Th® county high schools are not included,
ttftFlnal returns

80.0
3
60,0

2
40.0

70.1
42
42.1

21
21.'

CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH
II
E3CAMINAT IGNS AID MARKS OF TEACHERS
Various teachers tend to differ In their standards
of marking,

One teacher might judge a piece of work as

being of a high quality where another teacher would judge
the same work as being

below par*

W* S • Monroe reports

such an investigation, mad© in 1913 by F* J• Kelly, of
the marks given to th© sixth-grade pupils in four ward
schools In Hackensack, New Jersey, and the marks given to
th© same pupils when they went to a common departmental
school for seventh-grad© work#*** Mr* Kelly stated this
conclusion t
HThe work for which a teacher in school *0** (one
of the ward schools) would give a mark of "Gtt (Good)
in language, penmanship, or history, the teacher in
school **0” (another ward school) would give less than
a mark "F* (Fair)*"
Mr* Kelly found that th© pupils would receive a different
kind of mark In th© seventh grad© common departmental
school*

This would Indicate that there was a lack of con

sistency in the marking by ward school teachers*
Some teachers might display th© tendency to give
few high marks and many low marks.

Other teachers might

^Walter Scott Monro®, Measuring the Results of
Teaching* (Boston: Houghton Miffilri Company, 1918J7
pp«3-4*

tend to us© many high marks and few lower marks* F# W*
Johnson, then Principal of th© University High School of
the University of Chicago, made an in,vest!gat ion along
o
this line*
Mr* Johnson base® his study on the fact that
when accurate measurements are mad® of any ability of a
large group of pupils, the resulting measures are dis
tributed in th© form of th© normal curve*

This curve is

lowest at the "ends* and th© highest toward th© ^middle”,
showing that more pupils tend to make ”average” scores
than high or low ones*

Mr* Johnson noted in th© Univer

sity High School that more lower marks and few higher
ones were given in English than in history* This same
variation was found among two teachers in th® same depart
ment.

The tesc hers #io give too high or too low marks

conform less to th© normal curve and are possibly less
accurate in their marking.
An examination that is objective should permit
little variation in answers, if any at all*

A mathematics

examination paper should be simple to grade objectively if
mathematics, as is commonly conceived, is an exact subject.
Professors Starch and Elliott carried on experiments along
this line at th© University of Wisconsin in 1912 and 1915.
They studied the results of teacher-marking on two English
papers, a history paper, and a geometry paper.

They worked

%** W* Johnson, "A Study of High School Grades”,
School Review, 19s13-24, January, 1911.

-11wlth two English papers selected from those written at
the end of the first year of work in one of the large
high schools of Wisconsin*^

Plates were made of both

these papers from which facsimiles were printed in as large
numbers as necessary*

The set of essay-type questions

and a copy of each paper were sent to about 200 high schools*
A request was made that the principal teacher of first-year
English grade the two papers according to the practices
and standards of the school#

Replies came from approxi

mately 150 teachers, ninety-one of whom were in high
schools where the passing grade was seventy-five per cent#
These ninety-one teachers graded one of the papers from
sixty to ninety-seven, per cent and the other from, fifty to
ninety-eight per cent*
A corresponding experiment was carried on in
connection with a history examination*^

Seventy history

teachers in high schools marked a paper with seventy-five
per cent as th© passing grade*

These teachers graded th©

history paper from forty-three to ninety-two per cent*
A similar procedure was followed in th© grading of

Spaniel Starch and Edward 0. Elliott, ”The Relia
bility of Grading High School Work in English”, School.
Review, 201442-457, September, 1912.
^Daniel Starch and Edward C. Elliott, f,The Relia
bility of Grading Work in History”, School Review, 21i
676-681, December, 1913.

-12a geometry paper.5

A copy of a reproduction of an actual

examination paper In plan© geometry was sent to each of
the high schools included in the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools*

The request was mad©

that the paper be marked on a basis of 100 per cent being
perfect.

The teaeher was asked to mark the paper by th©

method he was accustomed to using.

The teachers from the

116 schools replying marked the geometry paper from twentyeight to ninety-two per cent.
A teacher might judge a problem to be difficult and
be more lenient in his marking policy as a result.

Another

teacher might consider the gam# problem to be relatively
easy and therefore might not be as lenient in marking th©
problem*

Mr. Comin submitted a list of twenty-thr©@

problems to twenty teachers who were asked to estimate the
per cent of pupils who would solve each problem correctly
if given ten minutes for each.5

Th© teachers ranked th©

problems in order of difficulty according to their estimates.
The sa®e problems were given to th© pupils in the fifth,
sixth, seventh, and eighth grades In one school,

Th©

pupils1 scores were used to rank the problems in order of
difficulty,

This rank of difficulty was compared with th©

%anlel Starch and Edward G. Elliott, “The Reliabil
ity of Grading Work in Mathematics”, School Review, 21:
254-254-269, April, 1913.
^Robert Comin, “Teachers1 Estimates of the Ability
of Pupilsw, School and Society, 3:67, January 8, 1916.

-13teachers * rank of difficulty with the result that many
discrepancies were found.

A teacher may mark a problem

harshly thinking the problem should be easy for the pupil
when it actually is not.
A teacher1s scheme for assigning grades may be so
much a part of his professional character that much oppo
sition is met by the principal or superintendent who
attemps to secure a more uniform marking practice through
out th© entire school or school,system#

Don 0. Bliss made

a report of th© failure marks given during one semester in
five of th© large high schools of northern Hew Jersey.
The tabulations in the study were mad© under the direction
of Mr. M# R. Trabue by Mr# J, K. Walsh and other members
of a class in educational administration at Teachers
College* *7
In two of the schools in the study only eight
per cent of th© marks indicated failure.

In the third

school twelve per cent of the marks were failure; in the
fourth school, fourteen per cent were failing! and In th©
fifth school, twenty-seven per cent were failures.

These

schools were alike in size and assumed to be alike in the
intellectual abilities of the pupils. Th© five schools
were in a similar environment#

The teachers In these

schools had met about the same requirements for certifi
cation.

Th© teachers In the school with the highest per-

?Marion Rex Trabue, Measuring Results in Education.
(Hew Yorks American Book Company, 19S¥},pp

-14centage of failures assigned many failures in the thlrdyear class as well as in the first two.

these teachers

also gave some failures in the fourth-year class*

The

other four schools followed the tendency of failing few
third-and fourth-year students * There may have been
teacher attitudes that *only the best pupils are able to
pass the high school subjects”.

Pupils passing in one

school might have failed in another*
The marks assigned by teachers of the same subject
in the same high school were noted in this study to differ.
The high school which had reported twenty-seven per cent
failures showed the greatest amount of variation in marks
within its own ranks as well as the greatest amount of de
viation from the other high schools with which it was com
pared.

If it is assumed that all the pupils under these

various teachers did not differ too much in their ability
and in what they could accomplish, the wide differences
are probably due to the differences In the standards used
by these teachers in making their Judgments.

A grade of

A given by one teacher seldom giving A*s might have more
meaning than an A grade given by another teacher frequently
giving Afs.
B. D. Wood has shown the inadequacies of marks
given in correcting college entrance examinations in
algebra and geometry in June, 1921.

About 400 algebra

and 400 geometry papers chosen at random were each scored

15twice Independently by two different readers of the board.
According to Mr* Wood, the scoring was such that agreement
on failures would be somewhat as follows?
ftXn gross numbers suppose that 10,000 candidates
are tested with form A of a given geometry examination
and that 30$ of the 10,000 fail* The same 10,000
are tested with another equivalent geometry examina
tion, form B, for example, which also failes 30$ of
the candidates. Accepting the results of one such ex
amination as valid, which was done by the Board lh
1901, another equivalent examination would pass 1,079
of the 3,000 failed by the first, and would fall
1,079 of the 7,000 passed on into college by the first,
The fate of over 2,500 in 10,000 candidates would be
reversed by an equivalent form of the same examination
when the reliability is no higher than that of the
College Entrance Examination Board Mathematics C Exam
ination for June, 1921.
Successive College Entrance Examination Board
examinations were found to be unequal In difficulty*

Mr.

Wood made the following observation In this respect?
"Large and unrecognised differences were found
between the difficulties of the examinations which
were thought to be equal. According to the reports
of the Secretary of the College Entrance Examination
Board, the percentage of failure in algebra in 1916
was 61.8, in 1917 was 36.7, in 1918 was 25.3, in
1919 was 61.3, in 1920 was 26.1, and in 1921 was
08.5*”$
Mr. Wood also referred to a model history paper
written by one of the expert readers assigned to score a
certain group of history papers. The paper accidentally

% . I), Wood, Measurements in Higher Education.
(Mew York, Yonkers-un-!Budsoo'i"'"W6rTS Bookr"Coii^any," "1923),
pp. 124-125.
9|bid,f p . 128 f.
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came into the possession of another reader who proceded to
grade it.

He assigned a below-passing grad® to the paper.

The other esepert readers graded this paper from 40 to 90.
School marks were meant to he used only as a measure
of achievement.

Marks would be less meaningful if they

were to deviate from that purpose.

F. S. Camp held

faculty meetings in his school in Stamford, Connecticut, to
discuss the bases for giving school marks.^

He found

that teachers measured such attributes as improvement,
ability, serious purpose, moral qualities, interest in
work and accomplishments.

One teacher in the mathematics

department marked on 11acquis ition of knowledge”. Marks
had com® to b® used as a reward for the well-behaved
student and as a disciplinary weapon to control the more
troublesome student#

Mr. Ga®P concluded that marks are

almost meaningless if they measure many other qualities
beside achievement.
W. H. Hughes found that teachers in one high school
and junior college considered some thirty-four traits or
factors when marking pupils.11

Mr. Hughes also found that

pupils were penalized because the teacher did not think

iQp. S. Camp, ’’Some 1Marks *: an Administrative
Problem,11 School Review, 25:697-713, December, 1917.
Hw. Hardin Hughes, Coordinating Subject Marks
and Achievement Marks,” Nation!? Schools, 10:25-28,
October, 1932*

them Industrious or cooper at iv©.*^®
The sex of the pupil might contribute to a differ
ence in marking*

A study by J. M. Lee and Dorris Lee remtg

v®&l©d such a situation*

The pupils were grouped accord

ing to various achievement levels as determined by an
achievement test and then separated by sex*

The grade-

polnt averages In both geometry and algebra were deter
mined for each sex in each achievement level*

The girls

had an average of 0*656 grade-points better In algebra and
an average of 0*240 grade-points better in geometry*

In

one case the girls were given a better mark for lower
achievement. The whole situation was difficult to account
for as most of the instructors were women*
Lee and W* H. Hughes collected data showing a
difference in marking practices found in schools in the
same city.^4

The first school gave forty-six per cent

A1a, as compared with twenty-two per cent A*s in the
second school, and thirteen per cent A1® in the third
school* The median achievement of the A pupils in the
first school was one point lower than the median achieve
ment of the B pupils in the third school*

In the first

12W. Hardin Hughes, *Analyzing the Ingredients of
Teachers1 Marks,® Watlon*s Schools, 6121-25, December, 1930.
Murray Lee, A Quid© to Measurement in Secondary
Schools. (Hew York* D*^AphleTon-Century Company,"Tnc*>
1936), pp. 231-232*
M l b i d . $ pp* 232-235.

-18school the median achievements of the B and F pupils
were higher than the median achievement of the A pupils
In the same school*
Bee found variations in marking practices among
six mathematics teachers in a certain junior high school.**5
On© teacher assigned as low as seven per cent A*s while
another teacher assigned as high as twenty-five per cent
A 1s. The assignment of B grades ranged from twelve to
thirty-seven per cent, C grades from eighteen to fiftyfour per cent, 0 grades from nine to twenty-two per cent,
and E grades from zero to nine per cent* The differences in
pupil ability might have accounted for some of these
variations.
Mr. Bee also made an Investigation of the amount
of agreement among teachers in the marking of a test
paper.**5 An arithmetic p«per was given to a number of
teachers to mark on the basis of 100 percent as perfect
with each problem worth twenty per cent.

Marks ranging

from ten to sixty per cent were assigned by thirty-two
experienced teachers in a tests and measurements class.
Twelve of these teachers gave marks between thirty and
thirty-nine per cent.

The median score was thirty-six

per cent.

ISjbld., pp. 236-237.
16lbld.. pp. 256-258.

-19?art of this survey will be devoted to a study of
the marking practices of Montana elementary algebra teachers#
The study should help to show the amount of agreement or
disagreement in grading of algebra problems among Montana
teachers#
Mr# Comin’s study showed that the teachers1 ideas
of the difficulty of a problem differed from that of the
IV
pupils *#
The study of the writer will show the varia
tion of the amount of difficulty of elementaiy algebra
tests of different teachers#

A teacher may give a test

thinking it to be of moderate difficulty or even easy, when
actually the test is quit© difficult as far as the pupils
are concerned. Algebra tests in the same category, ©* g.,
six weeks by different teachers, probably differ in diffi
culty because teachers differ among thwssalves in their
ideas of what constitute difficulty#

^Gomln, loo # clt #

CHAPTER III
AH AHALTSIS OF INFORMATION COMF1LED PR CM THE QUESTIOHNAIRE
A.

GENERAL IHFOHMATIOH

A questionnaire was sent to Montana elementary alge
bra Instructors to aid In the study of factors lying within
the teacher that affect tests*

The first section of the

questionnaire pertains to general Information about the
schools from which questionnaire returns were received*
The following table gives the enrollment of the secondary
schools in the study and the break-down of enrollment
according to districts and county high schools*
TABLE I!
ENROLLMENT OF SECOHDART SCHOOLS ACCORDING- TO DISTRICT
BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES OBTAINED 01 THE QUESTIONNAIRE

District
________
First
Class

1000
251-500
or more
5

100-250 Less
than 100

1

-

No
Reply

Total

4

Second
Class

-

3

19

4

3

29

Third
Class

-

-

1

31

1

33

County
High School

2

2

-

-

-

4

All

5

6

20

35

4

70

•20-

-21The schools in the questionnaire study were also broken
down according to their location in the state of Montana.
These geographical sections (southwest, northwest, north
east, and southeast) were arbitrarily formed by the inter
section of the 47th parallel with the 110th degree of
longitude. The follow!

table gives the enrollment of the

same secondary schools according to geographical sections.
TABLE III
ENROLLMENT OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS
A O Q O m i m TO GEOGRAPHICAL SECTION
BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES OBTAINED ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Geographical
Section

1000
251-500
or more

Southwest

2

4

Northwest

2

2

100-250

Less
than 100

4

9

8

8

No
Total
Reply
-

19
20

Northeast

-

3

7

2

12

Southeast

1

5

11

2

19

All

5

20

35

4

70

6

-22The next table gives the number of elementary
algebra sections taught by each teacher in the study and
the number of sections taught by each teacher according
to districts*
TABLE IV
NUMBER OP SECTIONS OF ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA TAUGHT
ACCORDING TO DISTRICT BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES
OBTAINED ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE

District

5

4

3

2

1

No
Reply

Total

First class

1

2

-

1

-

-

4

Second class

-

m

6

9

14

m

29

Third class

«*

-

1

2

29

1

33

2

2

«•

m

4

9

14

43

1

70

County
High School
All

1

2

The following table gives the number of students
taught by each algebra teacher according to districts.
TABLE ¥
TOTAL NUMBERS OF STUDENTS TAUGHT ACCORDING TO DISTRICT
BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES OBTAINED ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE#

District

Less
than
5

5-10

11-15

16-20

21-30

31-50

More
than
50

Total

First
Class

-

-

-

-

-

Second
Class

-

-

3

10

8

Third
Class

3

13

2

6

2

-

-

-

-

4

4

13

5

16

10

16

70

7

County
High School All

3

¥

4
8

4
29
33

#In some cases the total number of students was contained in
more than one section.

The number of years of teaching experience of each
algebra teacher is given in the following table indicated
by frequency of responses.

-25-

TABLE yi
TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN X E A RS BY DISTRICT
BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES OBTAINS D ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE

First class
Second class

2

Third class

2

County
High School

-

All

4

-

-

2

1

1

7

3

8

1

4

1

5

1

4

10

6-10
_
.

3

-

5

11-15

16-20

21-30

_

District
0
1
2
S
______________________________________

2

-

2
1

5
6

-

1

6

3

-

8

# 0 n® third class teacher did not reply to this item*

g

1
4

More than
30 .
^
2

Total

4
29

2

g

g

-

„

2

1

4

7

4

10

6

69

2

Each teacher was also asked to give the number of
years he had been employed in his present position*

The

following table gives this information by districts with
the frequency of responses indicated*

-27TABLE VII
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
BY FREQUENCY OF RHSPOSSES

District

0

1

2

3

4

5

IH PRESENT POSITION B Y DISTRICT
OBTAINED ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE

6-10

11-15

16-20

More than

Total

20
First class

-

1

1

-

-

-

1

-

.

Second class

2

8

3

3

-

3

6

3

1

Third class

3

16

4

2

3

2

-

1

County
High School

-

*

-

-

1

1

1

1

All

7

3

5

3

6

3

5

2

25

«One first class teacher did not reply to this item

3*
29

33
4
69

Th© following table gives a list of the elementary
algebra textbooks used by the teachers in this study,
TABLE VIII
ELEMENTART ALGEBRA TEXTBOOKS IN USE

Author

Title

Welohons and Algebra,
Irickenberger Bobk One

Publisher

Copyright
JDate

Frequency
of Cse

Ginn ana
Company

1949
1953

13
1

Edgerton and
Carpenter

Elementary
Algebra

Allyn and
Bacon

1942
1943
1945
194?
1949
1951

1
1
1
2
7
P
«•»

Hawkea, Luby
and Touton

First Xear
Algebra

Ginn and
Company

1934
1946
1949
1951

1
3
1
3

Wells and
Hart

Progressive D* C* Heath
First Algebra and Company

1934
1943

3
3

Walter W.
Hart

A First
Course in
Algebra

D. C* Heath
and Company

1947
1951

3
2

Freilich,
Berman, and
Johnson

Algebra for
Problem
Solving

Houghton,
Mifflin Com
pany

1952

3

Stein

Algebra in
Easy Steps

Van Nostrand

1949

3

Nyberg

Fundamentals American Book
of Algebra
Company

1940
1944

1
2

Walter W*
Hart

Essentials
of Algebra

D* C. Heath
and Company

1941

2

Hawkes, Luby
and Touton

Elementary
Algebra

Ginn and
Company

1942

2

D. W. Snader

Elementary
Algebra

John C, Winston 1949
Company

2

29-

TABLE V I I I (continued)
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA TEXTBOOKS IN USE

Author

Title

Publisher

William Betz

Algebra
for Today

Ginn and
Company

1937
1941

1
1

William Betz

Everyday
Algebra

Ginn and
Company

1950

1

William Betz

Everyday
Ginn and
Company
Junior
Mathematics

1946

1

Ernest R*
Bresllch

Algebra
Laidlaw
first Course Bros*

1943

1

Foster E.
Grossnickle

General
John C.
Mathematics Winston Com
pany

1949

1

Copyright
Date

Frequendy
of Use

Walter W. Hart Elementary
Algebra

Hot given

1940

1

Walter W* Hart First Tear
Algebra

Ginn and
Company

1952

1

Lennes

A First
Course in
Algebra

Macmillan

1950

1

Milne

High School American Book
Algebra
Company

1920

1

Ston©-Mallory

A First
Course in
Algebra

Upton

Algebra

Sanborn

American Book
Company

1936

1

1936

1
Total 74

A total of seventy-four responses was received on this item#

-30Two teachers used three different textbooks and two
teachers used two different textbooks*

Two teachers

did not reply to this item *
Mlnnick gives a summary of the qualities to be
found in a suitable textbook.

*1

He states that a textbook

should have an attractive design related to the content of
the book*

The binding of the textbook should be durable*

The pages in the book should present a neat appearance*
Ample margins and peroner line spacing are desirable.

The

type should be easy to read with the avoidance of too much
heavy type.

The textbook material should be orderly to

enable the pupils to gain a more orderly picture of the
material*

The table of contents should give a general

view of the entire book and the index should make it
possible to find quickly any desired details*

The appli

cations of the subject matter should arouse the pupil*s
interest, make the pupil conscious of the usefulness of
the mathematical facts learned, and enable the pupil to
use his mathematical knowledge and skills when the occasion
arises*

Drill materials should be selected on the basis of

useful application#

The arrangement of subject matter should

show the usefulness of the material.

Adequate drill

material can be found in the supplementary exercises of a
good textbook*

Lastly, a properly arranged textbook can

H. Minniek, Teaching Mathematics in the Secon
dary Schools - Frinclolea and Metho¥s * (WewTforki Prenticelanriric*, 1939), pp. 276-287*

show the relation of the subject to the progress of
civilisation*
The following table gives a rating on the basis of
excellent, good, fair, and poor of a sampling of textbooks
typical of those used by Montana elementary algebra teachers.
These books were rated by the writer according to the
qualities set forth by Minnick*

-32TAB
RATINGS OF ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA TEXTBOOKS

Qualities desig
nated by Minniok

Welchons and
Itrlckenberger
Algebra, Book One

Edgerton and Car
penter -Elemen
tary Algebra
Copyright, 1949

LE IX
USED BY MONTANA ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA TEACHERS

Walter W. Hart
A First Course
in Algebra
Copyright, 1947

Freilleh, Berman
and Johnson
Algebra for Prob
lem Solving
Copyright, 1952

Ernest R * Bresllch
Algebra First Course
Copyright, 1945

Design

Good

Excellent

Good

Excellent

Fair

Binding

Excellent

Good

Excellent

Excellent

Fair

Margins

Good

Good

Good

Excellent

Fair

Lin® spacing

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Type

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Orderliness and
subject natter
arrangement

Good

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Table of contents

Excellent

Fair

Fair

Good

Pair

Index

Excellent

Fair

Good

Excellent

Excell act

Subject matter
applications

Good

Good

Good

Excellent

Fair

Drill material
and supplementary
exercises

Excellent

Good

Excellent

Excellent

Good

Cultural use

Excellent

Good

Excellent

Excellent

Fair

-33Each teacher in the survey was requested to state
whether or not elementary algebra is a graduation require
ment in the high school in which he taught*

The following

table gives the results on this item according to districts
and to geographical sections*
TABLE X
IS ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA A GRADUATION REQUIREMENT?

District

Yes

First class

Mo

Total

Geographical
Section

Yes

Mo

Total

4

4

Southwest

7

12

19

Second class

10

19

29

Northwest

6

14

20

Third class

25

a

33

Northeast

0

4

12

Gounty
High School

•

4

4

Southeast

14

5

19

35

55

70

All

35

35

70

All

The smaller high schools tend to require elementary algebra
for graduation, while the larger high schools and the county
high schools, two of which in this study have large enroll
ments, tend to drop this requirement*

Section-wise, the

eastern part of the state tends to retain this requirement,
while the western part tends to permit graduation without
elementary algebra*

All the schools taken together are

evenly split on this item*
Each teacher was asked to state whether or not any
standardized prognostic elementary algebra tests are given

to th® students before they take the course*

The follow

ing table gives the results on this item according to
districts and to geographical sections*
TABLE XI
AME STANDARDIZED PROGNOSTIC EXBlffiNTAKY ALGEBRA TESTS GIVEN?

District

Tea

Ho

First class

1

3

Second class

9

Third class
County
High School
All

Total

Geographical
Section

Yes

Ho

Total

4

Southwest

5

14

19

19

28#

Horthwest

7

13

20

2

31

33

Hortheast

1

10

11##

2

2

4

Southeast

1

18

19

14

55

69

14

55

69

All

#0n© second class teacher did not reply*
##Qne northeast teacher did not reply*
The movement toward this kind of test tends to be stronger
in th® larger high schools and in the western part of th®
state*

The next table give® the names of the prognostic

elementary algebra tests in twelve out of fourteen cases
where this kind of test was administered*

Two teachers did

not reply to the name of th© test they gave*

-35
TABLE XII

PROGNOSTIC ELEMENTARY AL0EBRA TESTS GIVFH WITH FREQUENCY
OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES ACCORDING TO DISTRICT

Third
Class

County
High School

All

3

*

-

5

1

%

1

3

Lee Test of
Algebraic Ability

1

1

1

5

Orleans Algebra
Prognosis Test

2

Test from Social
Utility Arithmetic*
Book V

1

_______

First Second
ClassClass

California Algebra
Aptitude Test
Iowa Algebra
Aptitude Test

Total

-

-

8

-

2

I
2

2

12

-3 6 *

Two types of procedure have been tried as a basis
for prognosis#2

One of these Is th© learning technique,

In which the aptitude of the student is measured In terms
of th© speed and accuracy with which h© is able to acquire
skills and Information and respond to objective tests over
th© newly learned material? the other Is th© inventory
technique, in which the student reveals his aptitude In
terms of reactions to specific exercises sampling into
underlying skills upon which success in the subject de
pends.

Th© Orleans Algebra .Prognosis Test embodies the

learning technique, ’still© the Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test
(Revised), the Lee Test of Algebraic Ability, and the
California Algebra Aptitude Test are of the inventory type#
The Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test (Revised) selects four basic
skills dealing with arithmetic computations, computations
of abstract concepts, manipulation of numerical series, and
problems of dependence and variation#

The test by Orleans

is divided Into a test on arithmetic and into twelve other
parts*

They are!

substitution In monomials, use of ex

ponents, meaning of exponents, substitution in monomials
with exponents, substitution in binomials with exponents ,
ft
Harry A# Greene, Albert !?. Jorgensen, and J.
Raymond Garberlch, Measurement and Evaluation in the
Secondary School, flew forks Eon^naSs, tfreen ancTCompany,
1943), pp. 402-403.
3A. M. Jordan, Measurement In Education.
McGraw-Hill Book Gompany, ''Inc #, '1955) , pi £41

(New York*

-37Ilka and unlike terms, representation of relations,
representation of expressions, positive and negative numbers,
problems, addition of Ilk© terms, aid a summary test*

This

test Is now longer and th© validity coefficient Is about
0.80,
In some eases standardized elementary algebra tests
other than prognostic were given to the students, Th© re
sult® on this questionnaire item are given in the follow
ing table according to districts and to geographical sections.
TABLE XIII
ARE STANDARIZBD ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA TESTS
OTHER THAI PROGNOSTIC GIVES?

Yes

No

Total

First class

2

2

4

Second class

5

22

Third class

7

County
High School

District

All

Geographical
Section

Yes

No

Total

Southwest

8

11

19**

07#

Northwest

5

14

19*#

06

33

Northeast

3

a

11**

3

1

4

Southeast

1

13

19

17

51

68

17

51

@8

All

#Two second class teachers did not reply*
#fcOne northwest and one northeast teacher did not reply*
The tendency toward the use of these tests Is stronger In
the western part of th© state*

The following table gives

names of these algebra tests. The number of responses totals

-38eighteen as one school gave both the Seattle Algebra
Tost and the Lankton and another school gave both the Every
Pupil Scholarship Test and th© High School Content*

How

ever, one teacher did not give th© name of th© test given*
TABUS XI?
STANDARDIZED ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA TESTS OTHER THAN PROGNOSTIC
BY FREQUENCY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES BY DISTRICT

First Second Third County All
Class Class
Class High
School ___
______ ______
Every Pupil Scholarship
Test, Bureau of Educa
tional Measurements,
Kansas State Teachers
College (given In January
and April

1

Seattle Algebra Test
(Given at th© end of the
first semester)

-

Cooperative Algebra Test
Long, Siceloff, and
Chesire, Educational Test
ing Service (Given in late
spring)

1

Larson-Green© Unit Tests
in First Year Algebra
(Given at completion of
units of work)

1

5

2

1

1

Lankton Test book with text
book (Given at end of school
year)

-

2

5

3

2

-

—

-

1

2

-

1

1

Iowa Algebra Achievement
Test (Given near end of
school year)

7

1

High School Content (Given
in May)

Total

1

-

1

-

7

1

-

1

4

18

■39B*

THE PREPARATION OP TEACHER-MADE MAJOR TESTS

The major teats are the examinations given at the
end of six or nine weeks1 period, the semester, and the
end of the school year*

The teachers in this survey were

found to vary considerably in the number of these tests
they gave in a school year.

The following table gives a

general picture of the number of these tests given.
TABLE XV
THE HUMBER OF MAJOR EDEM1WTART ALGEBRA TESTS
IN A SCHOOL TEAR BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES
OBTAINED 01 THE QUESTIONNAIRE

District

2

5-5

6

7

8

First class

m

m

1

•

m

1

m

1

4

Second class

s

2

7

-

10

2

3

m

29

Third class

2

1

12

1

§

1

B

2

33

County
High School

m

-

•

2

1

1

*.

4

All

7

3

21

5

10

3

70

m

20

1

9-12

15-20

More
than
20

Tot<

The tendency is for the teacher to give six or eight major
tests in a school year*

The former plan would probably

include two six weeks1 tests and a final per semester and
the latter, three six weeks1 tests and a final per semester.
The teachers in the larger high schools tend to give more
testa a year than those in the smaller high schools.

-40Most teachers informed their students that a
major test was coming*

The next table gives the fre

quency of responses on this questionnaire item*
TABLE XVI
ARE STUDENTS INFORMED OP COMING MAJOR TESTS?

District

Yes

Mo

Sometimes

Total
3#

First class

3

-

-

Second class

28

m

1

29

Third class

30

2

1

33

County High School 4

■m

—

4

65

2

2

69

All

*One first class teacher did not reply*
Informing students of a final examination to b® given has
a favorable effect on their learning*

Lee cites an experi

ment on the college level showing that those who expected
the final examination did markedly better on it than those
who did not expect it.^

Such a case might be true for any

examination*
Many teachers tend to select their major test items
from the basal textbooks used.

The basal textbook la the

principal book used by the student.

The following table

gives the frequency of responses on this Item.

4J* Murray Lee, A Guide to Measurement in Secondary
Schools * (Mew York: I>7 AnpYe ton-G’entury Company, fnc•, '
1936),p. 327.

TABLE XVII

ARE MAJOR TEST ITEMS SELECTED FROM BASAL TEXTBOOKS?

District

Yes

Wo

Sometimes

Total

First class

1

3

-

4

Second class

17

7

5

29

Third class

29

2

2

33

2

2

-

49

14

County High School
All

7

4
70

There Is a tendency for the high school teachers from
the smaller schools to select their major test Items from
the basal textbooks used*

The teachers from the two

County High Schools with first class enrollments did not
select their major test Items from the basal textbooks
used*

The other two teachers are from County High Schools

with second class enrollments*
Teachers were found to vary considerably in the time
they took to preoare major tests*

The following table

gives the approximate time each teacher reported*

42TABLE XVIII

TIME BY MINUTES SPENT IN PREPARATION OF MAJOR TESTS
BY FREQUENCY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

District

120

30

45

60

75

90

First class

m

2

1

m

*

m»

*

Second class

1

3

7

1

4

6

7

29

Third class

6

6

8

m

6

2

6

33**

County
High School

1

m

1

mm

1

m

3*

All

7

11

17

10

9

13

1

More
than
120

Total

3#

68

#0n© first class and one County High School *
teacher did
not reply#
*:H«)ne third class teacher spent twelve hoars in preparing
a major test#
C#

THE PREPARATION OF TEACHER-MADE MINOR TESTS

The minor tests are the quizzes given by the
teacher daily or less often*

Bach teacher was asked to

state how many of these quizzes he gave in a typical
school week.

Variation among teachers was not great on

this questionnaire item* The following table gives the
results fey frequency of questionnaire responses*

45TABLE XIX

THE HUMBER OF ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA QUIZZES
GIVEH Iff A TYPICAL SCHOOL WEEK

District

Less
than

1-2

3-4

5

Varies

Total
5#

1

First class

1

2

m

•

-

Second class

5

20

4

1

1

29

Third class

3

23

2

1

1

30-JH*

County High School 1

2

1

-

-

4

4?

7

2

2

66

All

8

*One first class teacher did not reply.
mTmo third class teachers gave no minor teats and one
third class teacher did not reply.
Lee goes on to say

that the use of a numberof short tests

throughout a course seemed to give better results than when
such frequent tests were not used.

The score on any one

of these tests would be neither valid nor reliable.
combination of all

The

the scores from the tests would give a

valid and reliable
measure if each test were valid and r©5
liable.
The teacher who gives five quizzes a week could
possibly have a better measurement than the teacher giving
one or two quizzes a week.

Lee also found that students

preferred to have a number of short tests throughout the

®Loc. cit.

-44course.

These students were concerned as to what type

of progress they were making in their work.
Considerably fewer teachers informed their pupils
of coming minor tests than was the case with major tests*
Teachers have felt that students would prepare their
lessons more diligently if they knew that a test could
occur*

Most pupils would be exneetlng a test which,

according to Lee, would give the test greater instruc
tional value.

The more frequently these tests are given,

the more the students are going to b© prone to exoect one.
This is another advantage of frequent, short tests.

The

following table gives the results on this questionnaire
item by frequency of responses.
TABLE XX
ARE STUDENTS INFORMED OF COMING MINOR TESTS?

District

Yes

No

Sometimes

2

1

•

Second class

13

12

4

29

Third class

14

14

2

30#

m

4

-

4

29

31

6

66

First class

County High School
All

Total
3*

#0 n© first class and on© third class teacher did not
reply.

for teaeherete eeleet their miner
best items from basal be&bbooks ms©#' is greater than was
the ease with major tests* the mmb' table gifts the ye*
emits on this questionnaire. Item*-

v':-

■fJU« 111
A m .iraoi tut? tf&m
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■■.'■;■
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First, olaee

IP#
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go

: .....

'

.........

Sometimes.. ■ .fetal.-

1

r

>■*#■

$ m m 4 ©las#

ta

4

3

flslr# ©last

50

1

County Sigh School 3

i

00-

ill

9

5

56

n m m fmfmamt

4
29

51
4 M

As with major bests, the smaller high sehool tea#hers
ten#

m m 0

to eeXeeb their miner test Items from basal

textbook* **©#«>
fttetters ii# not wary as .markedly i n .the time
they took to prepare minor tests as with major tests*
fha approximate time sails, teas her took to prepare minor
tests it in#leatad in the following table by fr®qmmy. of
response# # 1
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TABLE XXII
TIME BY MINUTES SPENT II PREPARATION OF MINOR TESTS
it frequency of responses obtained on the questiownaire

Less
than 15

District

15

30

45

60

Total
Ho
.Reply..

First class

m

1

2

-

«*

i

4

Second class

6

9

7

2

1

4

29

Third class

10

8

6

3

2

2

31

County
High School

3

1

-

m

«**

•

19

19

5

3

7

All

D.

15

4
68

ABMIHISTRATIOK OF TEACHER-MADE MAJOR AW) MINOR TESTS
After a teacher has prepared a test, he is ready to

present it to his students*

A test well-prepared can have

little meaning as a measuring instrument if the procedures
of administration are poor*

In the first place the teacher

should allow the students a fair amount of time to finish
the test unless the examination Is Intended to measure
speed of doing problems*

The time allowed on the test

itself should not be such that the students have too much
idle time on their hands when they finish*

The problem of

major test length and time allowed are dealt with in the
next chapter*

Teachers did vary somewhat In the approxi

mate time they allowed students for minor tests.

The

-47
following table gives the results on this questionnaire
Item by frequency of responses*
TABLE XXIII

TIME IN MI NOTES ALLOWED STUDENTS FOR MINOR TESTS
BY FREQUENCY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

District

Less
than IS

IS

30

2

2

46

60

-

-

Wo Set

Total
Tim® ____

First class-''*

-

Second class

5

9

8

3

1

3

29

Third class

6

10

9

4

1

-

30*

County
U g h School

-

2

All

11

23

-

1

20

-

4

-

7

2

* 0 n© third class teacher did not reply*
gave no minor tests*)

4
4

67

(The other two

Twenty-six teachers in this survey had more than
one section of elementary algebra*

The majority of these

teachers gave the same major and minor tests to each sec
tion of elementary algebra they taught*

Under such «t

system the students of one section could pass on valuable
information concerning the test to students in the follow
ing section* This Inclination could be discouraged by
curving the grades among all sections*

Thus, a good per

formance by one section will push the passing grade higher.
This would work a hardship on the first section without the

advantage of advance information about the test*

How

ever, some students for the sake of maintaining good
standing with the ir friends, which is very Important with
adolescents, will give away test information even though
they may suffer by it.

A better solution to the problem

Is to give different major and minor tests to each section*
The students could still tell what the general idea of the
test was or what the important points consisted of*

How

ever, each problem in the different tests would not be
exactly the same*

The following tables give the results

on this questionnaire item*
TABLE XXIV
IS THE SAMI MAdOH TEST GfVffl TO EACH SECTION?

District

Tea

Ho

Total

First class.

4

-

4

Second class

13

2

15

Third class

1

1

2#

County High School

3

1

4

21

4

25

All

#Three third class teachers had more than one section*
However, one of these teachers had all the sections
within one class at the same time*

■49TABI*E XX?

IS THE SAME MIWOR TEST GIVEN TO EACH SECTION?

District

Yea

Sometimes

Total

*»

.

4

10

4

1

IS

Third class

*

2

■m

2

County High School

1

3

-

4

IS

9

1

25

4

First class
Second class

All

No

There was a greater tendency to give different Minor te?ts
for each section.

A minor test was generally shorter and

■an -alternate form would be easier to prepare.

The teachers

in the larger high schools tend to give the same test to all
sections.

A teacher with five section® of algebra would as

a rule find little time to prepare five separate tests.
Most teachers did not prepare alternate major or
minor tests for us© within a class- or section.

Under such

a plan, each alternately seated student would be taking the
same test.

Thus, a student would find It difficult to look

at his neighbor1s paper from two seats away.

The following

tables give the results on this questionnaire item.

TABLE XXVI
ARB ALTERNATE MAJOR TESTS PREPARED?

Yes

District

Ho

Sometimes

Total

First class

m

4

-

4

Second class

3

24

2

29

Third class

2

29

•

31*

County High School

1

3

-

4

All

0

80

2

68

*Two third class teachers did not reply.

TABLE XXVII
ARB AMERWATE MIMOR TESTS PREPARED?

District

Yes

Ho

Sometimes

Total

-

4

First class

-

4

Second class

2

25

2

29

Third class

2

27

•

29«*

County High School

1

3

•

4

All

6

59

2

66

*Two third class teachers did not reply *
gave no minor tests.)

.

(The other two

The most common form in which major tests are pre
sented was by mimeographed sheets*

Some teachers used the

mimeographed sheets only for major tests, while others
used mimeographed sheets on one occasion and the black
board on another*

Three or four different methods may have

been used by one teacher for presenting major tests* The
following table gives the results on this questionnaire
Item by frequency of responses by each teacher*

The

number of responses exceed seventy as s orne teachers pre
sented their major tests in .more than one form.
TABLE XXfXXl

TEE FORM OF PRESENTATION OF MAJOR TESTS
BX FREQUENCY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

District
First class

Black
board

Mimeographed
Sheets

3

1

Second class

10

24

Third class

11

29

County
High School

2

26

All

Dicta
tion

Total
Other
Methods#
1

5

2

36

2

1

43

3

*

1

6

57

2

5

90

*

#Other methods, with frequency of responses in parentheses,
are standardized tests (2 ), test booklets {!}, hectograph
(1 ), and not named (1 ).

Teaehers In the larger high schools tend to use the black
board more and those in the smaller schools, the mimeo
graphed sheets. The greater number of students in the
algebra classes in a first class school might make the
blackboard method easier over producing a large number of
mimeographed sheets. The student can work better with a
mimeographed sheet at hand than by having to look up to
the blackboard so often*

However., the mimeographed sheet

must be easy to read If it is to be an effective form for
presenting a major test.

The method of dictation may-

lead to misunderstanding on the part of the students.
Those with hearing difficulties or those In the back of
the room may be penalised. The method of dictation is in
ferior and probably should not be used.
The most common fora, however, for the presentation
of minor tests was the blackboard. The following table
gives the results on this item by frequency of responses
for the districts.

The number of responses exceed sixty-

eight, the number of teachers giving minor tests, as some
teachers presented their minor tests in more than one form.

•5 3 -

TABLE X X IX

THE FORM OF FRESEHTATION OF MIMOR TESTS
BY FREQUENCY OF QUESTIONHAIRE RESPONSES

Black
board

Mimeographed
Sheets

Dicta
tion

First class

4

-

•

1

S

Second class

19

12

3

5

37

Third class

20

16

3

3

42

County
High School

4

1

1

•

a

47

29

7

7

90

District

All

Total
Other
Methods#

mother methods, with frequency of responses in parentheses,
are test booklets (4), hectograph (1), and not named (2)*
Again the tendency for the teacher to use the blackboard
is stronger in the larger high schools. The method of dic
tation is used more with minor tests than with major.
Many teachers followed the practice of assigning
alternate seats during a major test.

However, only a

minority of teachers followed this procedure during a
minor test.

In sou® cases alternate seats could not be

assigned because room did not permit*

The following

tables give the results on this questionnaire item.

<■»£}4;**
TABLE XXX
ARE ALTERNATE SEATS ASSIGNED DURING A MAJOR TEST?

District

Yes

No

Roam Does
Rot Form it

Sometimes

Total

m

8

2

•

4

Second class

18

8

2

1

29

Third class

05

7

1

m

33

County High School 2

•

1

1

4

17

6

2

70

First class

All

45

TABLE XXXI
ARE ALTERNATE SEATS ASSIGNED DURING A MINOR TEST?

District

Yes

lo

Room Docs
Rot Permit

No Reply

Total

First class

mm

2

a

-

Second class

7

19

5

mm

29

Third class

13

15

m-

3

31

County High School *

2

1

1

4

38

6

4

68

All

20

4

Th© larger the high school, the less likely the teacher was
to assign alternate seats*

This is probably because of lack

of room, and in some cases the teacher replied that such is
the situation* The majority of teachers did not solve their
problems of Independent work by alternate tests or by differ
ent tests for each section*

The favorite plan was apparently

the assignment of alternate seats when possible* The assign
ment of alternate seats, which was probably thought of as
easier than th© preparation of alternate tests and more
practical, was probably just as effective*

A student would

need to make obvious gestures in trying to look at a paper
from two seats away*
Most teachers did not feel that independent work on
the part of the.tr students during a test presented a prob
lem*

Apparently they felt that they had found some means

to handle th© situation* Th© following table gives th© re
sults on this item*

TABLE XXXII

BOBS INDEPENDENT WORK PRESENT A PROBLEM DURING A TEST?

Yes

No

Sometime#

Total

First class

2

2

m

4

Second class

4

24

1

29

Third class

2

29

1

32#

County High School

•

4

-

4

All

8

69

2

69

District

#One third class teacher did not reply*
The teachers In the larger high schools might have more of
a problem of Independent work than those in th© smaller
high schools#

The exception is with the County High Schools,

two of the above which have first class enrollments.

Inde

pendent work on the part of the students is probably going
to be more of a problem under crowded conditions#
These teachers expressed varied opinions for the
handling of the problem of Independent work* These opinions
were cataloged Into three categories or approaches* the
lenient, th© moderate, and the strict#

A teacher taking a

lenient approach to this problem appeals to the honesty of
the student or ignores the problem altogether*

Those

taking a moderate approach employ various measures to
handle th© problem such as alternate seats or alternate
tests*

The student Is not completely trusted, but he

-57apparently la not threatened with firm measures to be
taken If he Is caught cheating*

A strict approach to

the problem Indicates that firm measures or definite
punishment will follow cheating, such as th© failure of
the student for that particular test#

The following

table gives th® results as to these approaches by fre
quency of responses#
TABLE XXXIII
APPROACHES TO THE HANDLING OF THE PROBLEU OF INDEPENDENT WORK
BY FREQUENCY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

District

Lenient
Approach

Moderate
Approach

Strict
No
Total
Approach JSSSSSLm
4
,

First class

1

3

Second class

4

10

8

7

29

Third class

2

13

2

16

53

County High School

-

2

1

1

4

All

7

11

24

70

m

The following teachers stated varied kinds of
approaches to the problem*
One teacher took this kind of a lenient approach;
"By not worrying too much about it* Some poor student
might actually learn a little by copying."
Another teacher made an appeal to student honesty;
"I usually appeal to their honor,
standing, not grades*"

I emphasis© under

-58On© teacher took th© following moderate approach;
"First have confidence and respect of students*
Then spread the® way out and give special
attention to security risks."
Another teacher simply said:
"Alternating seats, alternate tests*11
One teacher would fail th© cheater;
"Have the authority to pick up paper of cheating
student and give said student an P for that test*"
Again, another teacher simply said;
"Stiff punishment to offenders*"
Many teachers placed little to no emphasis on memor
ization of material in th© testing program.

They would

rather emphasize understanding of material.

However, some

teachers felt that their students should know th© quadratic
formula by rot®.

Th© following table gives the results on

this questionnaire item*
TABLE XXXIV
DECREES OF EMPHASIS ON MEMORISATION OF MATERIAL
IN THE TESTING PROGRAM

District

Much

Some

Little

Non©

No
Reply

Total

First class

-

-

1

2

1

4

Second class

1

10

14

3

1

29

Third class

2

6

14

9

2

33

County
High School

*

2

1

1

-

All

3

18

30

15

4

4
70

*59*

Emphasis on memorisation by second class teachers Is
slightly stronger than the emphasis by third class teachers.
E.

TBB EVALUATION PROCEDURES FOR MAJOR AND MINOR TESTS
Th© vast majority of teachers was against allowing

students to correct their own major test papers.

Many

teachers did not allow th© students to correct their own
minor test papers.

Again, nearly all the teachers did not

allow the students to correct major test papers not their
own.

However, a fair share of teachers did allow the

students to correct minor test papers not their own.

The

following tables give the results on these Questionnaire
Items.
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TABLE XXXV
ARB STUDENTS ALLOWED TO CORRECT THEIR OWN MAJOR TEST PAPERS?

Yes

No

Sometimes

Total

First class

m

4

-

4

Second class

-

38

1

39

Third class

1

33

*»

33

County High School

-

4

*
8*

4

All

1

68

1

TO

District

TABLE XXXVX
ARE STUDENTS ALLOWED TO CORRECT
THEIR OWN MINOR TEST PAPERS?
►

District

Yes

Sometimes

Total

2

2

4

No

First class

m

Second class

S

21

3

29

Third class

6

25

mm

31

County High School

1

3

m

4

12

51

5

68

All

■61-

TABLE X X X V II
ARE STUDENTS ALLOWED fO CORRECT MAJOR TEST PAPERS HOT THEIR OWIt

District

Yes

Ho

Sometimes

4

Total

First class

-

4

Second class

•

29

-

29

Third class

1

30

2

33

County High School

-

All

1

4

4
67

2

70

TABLE XXXVIII
AR1 STUDENTS ALLOWED TO CORRECT WXHOR TEST PAPERS HOT THEIR OWH?

District

Tea

Ho

S ots©times

Total

-

4

First class

2

2

Second class

9

15

5

29

11

16

4

31

2

2

-

4

24

35

9

68

Third class
County High School
All

—618—

Lee finds that a test has a great instructional
value to the pupil when he is allowed to correct his own
paper#6

Lee cites a study by Curtis and Woods, who found

that students did better vfoen tested the next day on material
they themselves had corrected#

These students also did

better when tested at th® end of six weeks# Their final
gain was greater than the immediate gain by discussion of
errors in class on te&eher-corrected-papers.

The study by

Curtis aid Woods also showed that pupils were able to correct
their papers with a sufficiently high degree of accuracy to
prove satisfactory#
Perhaps a great number of Montana teachers In this
survey frowned on student correction of papers because
they felt it was poor judgment to place such an opportunity
for cheating in front of th® pupils*

It Is a case of the

measurement functions against the instructional functions of
the same test.

Lee suggests a solution to this problem by

the double answer column or extra answer sheet*

The student

duplicates his answers on the extra column or extra sheet#
The student hands In the torn-off extra column or extra
answer sheet to the teacher, who then has a record of the
answers#

Lee has found the use of the extra answer sheet

to be the most satisfactory plan* The teacher can hold a
discussion period as the test Is being corrected#

fllbld., pp. 328-331

This

-63plan can save the teacher much time In the correcting of
papers. Th® teacher might choose better items for a test
that is to be used as a learning device*

However, such a

plan requires more class time to give and correct the test,
and is applicable only when each item has just one correct
answer*
At the end of each report period the student is given
a mark*

A major test, such as the six weeks* test, is em

ployed to help to derive that mark.

The teachers in this

survey differed somewhat in the weights they gave this
major test*

Many would stipulate that a six weeks* test

counts twenty-five or thirty-three and one-third per cent.
The following table® give the results on this questionnaire
item for the major test by districts and geographical sec
tions*

-64TABLE X

XXIX

TEE PERCENTAGE EACH MA JOB. TEST COUNTS
TOWARD A STUDENT’S FINAL MA RK FOR A REPORT PERIOD
BY F 1 E C U M C Y OF RESPONSES OBTAI NED ON T HE QUESTIONNAIRE

District

log

16 2/3g

20$

25$

30$

33 1/3$

40$

50$

70$

Mo
Reply

Total

First class

-

1

.

1

-

-

-

m

ss

2

4

Second class

-

-

2

10

2

11

2

-

1

1

29

Third class

2

1

1

7

2

10

3

3

-

4

33

County
High School

SIS

s*

4#

**

-

1

a*

1

•

2

4

All

2

2

3

18

4

22

5

4

1

9

70

TABLE

XL

THE PERCENTAGE EACH MAJOR TEST COUNTS
TOWARD A S TU D E N T ’S FINAL MA RK FOR A REPORT PERIOD
BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES OBTAINED ON THE QUES2'IONMA.IRE
....
Geographical
Section

log

16 2/3$

20$

25$

30$ 35 l/3g

40$

50$

70$

Mo
Reply

Total

Southwest

2

1

1

4

2

4

1

•

1

3

19

Northwest

-

-

2

3

1

7

1

3

-

3

20

Northeast

-

1

-

2

-

5

1

1

-

2

12

1

6

2

-

*

1

19

4

22

5

4

1

9

70

Southeast

-

-

-

9

All

2

2

3

18

**■65—
The following table gives the average percentage a
major test counts by districts and geographical sections.
TABLE XLI
THE AVERAGE PERCENTAGE EACH MAJOR TEST COUNTS TOWARD
A STUDENT'S FI WAT, MARI FOR A REPORT PERIOD

District

Average
Percentage #

Geographical
Section

Average
Percent age#

First class

21.00

Southwest

29.00

Second class

51.00

Northwest

33.00

Third class

31.00

Northeast

32.00

County
High School

42.00

Southeast

30.00

All

51.00

All

31.00

^Approximate figures
The teacher may have given a certain number of minor
tests by the end of a report period.

The minor tests were

also used to help to derive a student's mark for that report
period.

The mark on one minor test or dally quia Is not so

significant.

However, all these marks taken together can

produce a meaningful result.

Teachers varied more in the

weights they feave to minor tests than was the case for a
major test* Again, the thirty-three and one-third per cent
mark appears to be a popular weight*

The following tables

give the results on this questionnaire item by districts and
geographical sections.

-66TAB I® XLII
THE PERCENTAGE
ALL MINOR TESTS COUNT
TOWARD A STUDENT'S PIN AL MARK FOR A REPORT PERIOD
BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES
OBTAINED ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE

District

10 $ or

16 2/3$

20 $

25$

27*$

30$

33 1/3$

35$

37|$

40$

44 4/9$

50$

60$

66 2/3$

75$

No
Reply

Total

leas
.

-

.

-

1

-

-

-

1

4

7

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

4

29

-

1

-

3

*•

-

1

9

33

First class

1

-

1

-

-

m

-

Second classi

2

1

1

4

-

1

Third class

4

1

4

1

1

2

5

1

County
High School

1

-

m

m

-

-

m

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

1

4

All

6

2

6

5

1

3

It

2

1

2

1

7

1

2

2

15

70

50$

60$

66 2/3$

75$

No
Reply

Total

2

1

1

-

3

19

.

-

2

4

20

-

1

m

4

12

-

-

.

4

19

1

2

2

15

70

TAB LE XLII I
THE PERCENTAGE ALL MINOR TESTS COUNT
TOWARD A STUDENT *S FIN AL MARK FOR A REPORT PERIOD
BY FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES OBTAINED ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Geograph
ical Sec
tion
Southwest

10$ or
less
3

IS 2/3$

20$

25$

-

3

1

27$$

30$

33 1/3$

35^

37§$

2

2

1

-

Northwest

3

1

1

-

1

4

-

Northeast

•

-

1

«*

-

3

1

Southeast

2

1

1

4

All

3

2

6

5

1
1

3

3
12

40$

1

44 4/9$

1

2
2

1

-

1

2

1

2

-

1
1

7

The following table gives the average percentage all
the minor tests count by districts and geographical sections.
TABLE XLIV
THE AVERAGE PERCBOTAGE ALL MIHOB TESTS COUNT TOWAHD
A STUDENT1S PINAt* VARK FOR .A REPORT PERIOD

District

Average
Percentage#

Geographical
Section

Average
Percentage#

First class

25.00

Southwest

31.00

Second class

35.00

Northwest

34.00

Third class

29.00

Northeast

41.00

County
High School

42.00

Southeast

27.00

All

32.00

All

32.00

^Approximate figures
Lee asked various teachers in a questionnaire tdiat
per cent the final examination counts in determining the
mark of the course.

rj

The median per cent was 26.1.

The

number of teachers answering In Le©*§ survey on this item
was 1,152.

Lee then asked the teachers what per cent do

all the tests given count In determining the final grade*
The median per cent was 36.0*

The number of teachers an

swering on the above item was 1,222.

Lee had originally

analyzed this data according to departments, but noted
very few differences, ©specially on the item of final ex-

7Ibid., pp. 259-262.
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aminations#

The mathematics, science, social science, and

commercial departments put more stress on the test results
for marks than did the others*

Lee put a third question to

the teacher®, asking them how the pupil’s test paper was
marked in most of their self-made tests# The teachers were
divided into three groups, those that had training in
measurements, those that had some training in measurements,
and those that had no training*

The differences in results

were greater between the group that had no training and
the groups that had training, than the differences in results
between the two groups that had training.

The teachers who

had no training marked their papers using per cents, 100
per cent being perfect*

The teachers in the two groups

with training marked their paper® in comparison with the
other papers of the class to a much greater extent than the
teachers with no training#

A large number of teachers

marked their papers on some
F.

TEACHER-APPRAISAL

hypothetical

standard#

OF TWO ELEMEHTARY ALCEBBAPROBLEMS

Each teacher in the survey was given two elementary
algebra problems with the problems already worked out*
They were asked to grade these problems any way they wished
on a ten-point scale#

In addition each teacher was re

quested to explain why he marked the problem as he did.
The first problem
solved#

is a fractional equation to be

The problem maybe found in the F section of the

questionnaire in Appendix A*

The "hypotheticalff student in

working this problem found the lowest common multiple cor
rectly.

There are three fractions in the problem to be

cleared.

The student did not clear the first fraction

correctly, having multiplied the numerator of that fraction
by the wrong factor in the lowest common multiple.
other two fractions were cleared correctly*
multiplication was carried out correctly.

The following
However, one

term was transposed without a change in sign.
correct" answer was then derived.

The

The "in

Two errors were made in

the problem, on© in the clearing of a fraction and the
other in transposing.

Some teachers in correcting this

problem missed the error of transposition.

However, the

assumption was made that that teacher might be prone to
miss errors occasionally.

The following tables give the

scoring on the first problem by frequency of responses for
each mark assigned* The problem was marked on a ten-point
scale, indicated on the top of the tables.
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TEACHER-EVALUATION OF THE FIRST PROBLEM ACC ORBIMG- TO DISTRICT

District
First class

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

64

7

8

9

10

No
Reply

Total

Average

lark

3

«»

.

•

*

m

-

mm

*

■mm

•

-

1

4

0.00

Second class 10

mm

4

1

2

2

1

-

2

4

1

2

-

29

3.79

Third class

14

1

1

-

5

4

1

mm

2

mm

2

3

33

3.15

County
High School

3

mm

-

-

-

1

m

mm

•

mm

mm

-

4

1.25

30

1

5

1

2

8

5

1

2

6

1

4

70

3.17

All

4

TABLE XLVT
TEACHER-17ALBATI0H OF THE FIRST PROBLEM ACCORDING T0 GEOGRAPHICAL SECTION

Geographical
Section

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Southwest

9

mm

2

mm

1

2

-

Northwest

12

1

1

-

1

«a»

Northeast

2

1

1

Southeast

7

-

1

mm

30

1

5

1

All

7

8

9

10

No
Reply

Total

-

mm

2

•

2

1

19

3.00

1

mm

m

1

1

1

1

20

2.11

3

2

1

1

1

-

-

-

12

4.46

-

3

2

-

1

2

-

1

2

19

3.65

2

8

5

1

2

6

1

4

4

70

3.17

Average
Mark

The teachers in the larger high schools tend to hold a
strict marking policy.

The teachers in the smaller high

schools are more lenient in their policy of grading.
However, the second class teachers tend to be more lenient
In this respect than the third class teachers* The teachers
in the County High Schools having first class enrollments
graded this problem a l,sero'1* The teachers in the eastern
part of the state appeared to have a more lenient marking
policy than those in the western part of the state.

This

might be because the western part of the state has more of
the larger high schools#
The total years of experience might be a factor
affecting a teacher*s marking policy.

The experienced

teacher might be set in his ways, be more conservative,
and believe that a mathematics problem is either right or
wrong*

His marking policy will probably be strict. The

inexperienced teacher is probably more liberal and will
make allowances for a wrong answer If the method is
correct*

Again, the experienced teacher might make more

allowances for a wrong answer than the Inexperienced
teacher, lest he fall too many students and bring failure
upon himself as a teacher* The inexperienced teacher might
be strict at first believing mathematics an exact subject,
but with experience he finds it more practical tobe lenient.
Thus, there are two sides to the picture.

The following

table gives the average years of experience of all the

-72teachers assigning each mark on the ten-point scale for the
first problem. There does not seem to be much correlation
between years of experience and a strict marking policy.
This may be, as has been pointed out, that a teacher with
so many years of experience may react either way in his
marking policy.

In some cases so few teachers assigned a

certain mark that the calculated average years of experience
for that mark may not be reliable.

73

TABLE XLVII
THE AVERAGE TEARS OF EXPERIENCE OF ALL TEACHERS
ASSIGIIIG EACH MARK 01 THE TEH*FOIST SCALE
FOR THE FIRST HROBLEIf

of Teachers
; that Mark

Average Tears
of Experience

0

30

14.03

1

1

3.00

2

5

4.60

3

1

25.00

4

O
'
I©

7.50

8

3

7.63

6

5

3.80

1

35.00

7

2

16.50

8

e

7.50

9

i

13.00

.0

4

3.25

-74These teachers assigned these marks for various
reasons*

A teacher would assign a zero grad© because work

in mathematics must b© accurate, because there is no ex
cuse for carelessness, because the student shouldn’t be
satisfied with being half right, m d the like*

Teachers

who assigned a higher grad© to the first problem thought
that effort should be worth something, that on© should not
grad© too harshly, that the student had the right method,
and the like*

Some of the teachers who assigned a "zero"

to the first problem stated that they did so for the follow
ing reasons:
11If I had just covered this particular portion
of the work, I would not allow credit for anything
but the right answer •ft

f,I don’t believe in giving credit for a problem
done almost right as it encourages sloppy work and
they become satisfied with doing them almost right.11
"Even though the method of solution is correct,
accuracy la necessary. More emphasis should be
placed on accuracy* Furthermore, If the student
had checked his work, he would have found his answer
to b© In error and then.checked over his work and
probably could have found his error in c omputing the
answer*n
One teacher who gave a mark of "two*1 did so for this reasons
"Multiplied by wrong factor, but in general It
appeared that he understood the work basically* This
all makes for 5 points, but the improper (or in
correct) transposing takes off 3 more points, leaving
2 points*"
The teacher who gave five points to the problem gave this
reasons
"Since there are two mistakes which are easy to
make even by advanced algebra students, I give half

-75credit* From the way the problem is set up and
worked thru, there Is indication of at least some
progress* By grading too harshly in 1st* yr* alge
bra, the teacher can cause s student to lose in
terest in the course*n
This teacher assigned eight points:
“After finding the lowest common multiple, I
think it is important f or the student to realise
that each numerator must b© multiplied by the
lowest common multiple, and that is why the de
nominators vanish.1*
Finally, the teacher who assigned ten points or perfect
had this to says
“On paper, the steps show that the student knew
his theory of operation well. (However, in speed
test he could eliminate steps.)”
However, in contrast to the reason just stated, another
teacher who gave five points said s
“Should have shown more work on the paper when he
cleared the fractions."
The second problem the teachers were given to grad©
Is a story-type of problem also giving a fractional equa
tion to solve when correctly set up.

This problem may

be found after the first problem in the F section of the
questionnaire in Appendix A.

The “hypotheticaln student

in working this problem did not set the problem up
correctly.

The resulting “wrong” equation, however, was

worked correctly.

The error in the second problem was

different from those in the first problem.

This error

resulted from the misinterpretation of the conditions of
the problem.

The errors in the first problem were made

in working with an equation already set up. The following

tables give the scoring on the second problem by fre
quency of responses for each mark assigned# this prob
lem, Ilk© the first, was marked on a ten-point scale*

-77TABLE XLVIII
TEACHER EVALUATION OF THE SECOND PROBLEM AC CORDING TO DISTRICT

District

0

2

a*

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

First class

4

m

•to

-

to

•

m

-

-

-

-

1

1

NO
Reply

Total

Average
Mark

4

0*00

1

29

1*93

Second class IS

2

-

4

2

1

1

-

.

Third class

34

-

1

2

1

5

-

1

1

to

3

5

33

2.95

County
High School

3

-*

m

*

1

to

*

-

to

-

-

4

1.25

2

1

6

7

1

1

1

1

4

6

70

2.21

All

37

3

TABLE XLIX
TEACHKR-EVALUATION OP THE SECOND PROBLEM ACCQRDIN q T0 GEOGRAPHICAL SECTION

Geographical. 0
Section

2

2§

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Southwest

14

to

to

1

to

2

-

-

1

-

Northwest

13

-

to

1

1

2

to

.

-

1

1

Northeast

1

2

1

2

-

3

1

•

to

-

2

Southeast

9

-

-

2

2

-

to

1

to

-

1

57

2

1

6

3

7

1

1

1

1

4

All

10

No
Reply

Total

Average
Mark

1

19

1.17

1

20

1.89

12

4.46

4

19

2.07

6

70

2.21

-78Again, the teachers in the larger high schools hold a
stricter marking policy. As the high schools become
smaller, the teachers become more lenient In their mark
ing policy. Two of the four County High Schools have first
class enrollments! the other two, second class* The
teacher from tbs County High School with a second class en
rollment assigned a "five* to this problem* Again, the
teachers in the eastern part of the state hold a more
lenient marking policy than those in the west*
As in the case of the first problem, the exper
ienced teacher does not seem to have a stricter marking
policy than the inexperienced teacher*

However, so few

teachers assigned certain marks that the calculated
average years of experience for those marks are probably
not reliable*

The following table gives the average years

of experience for all the teachers assigning each mark on
the ten-nolnt scale for the second problem•

-79TABLE L

THE AVERAGE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE OF ALL TEACHERS
ASSIGNING EACH MARK ON THE TEN-POINT SCALE
FOR THE SECOND PROBLEM

Number of Teachers
Giving that Mark

Average Years
of Experience

0

37

13.19

2

2

2.00

2h

1

35.00

3

6

15.00

4

3

3.33

5

7

2.29

6

1

15.00

7

1

3.00

S

1

2.00

9

1

13.00

10

4

11.75

Mark
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The teachers in general assigned lower marks to the
second problem than to the first.

Many thought that the

equation must be set up correctly according to the con
ditions of the problem.

In other words, the solution of

an equation is worthless, even though It may be correctly
done, if the equation itself is not correct.

The teachers

must have thought it more Important for the student to set
up m

equation correctly than to work it correctly*

Some

teachers who assigned a "zero" to the second problem stated
these reasonss
"I give no credit for a problem having the wrong
answer, even If the last step in a long solution is
the only error*”
"I do not give any credit when the equation that
the student sets up Is wrong *"
•’First, the important part of this problem is to
set up the correct equation. This has not been done..
Although the mechanics are OK for steps 2 and 5, the
answers obtained are obviously wrong by quick in
spection. Students should watch for answers which are
not reasonable.”
This teacher assigned a mark of "four" s
’’Student deserves credit for putting unknowns down
correctly.”
However, another teacher who gave a mark of "zero” said:
"Unknowns not expressed properly*"
One teacher who assigned a mark of "seven” gave this
reason %
"One mist aloe* Method correct. Seemed to know
what he was doing except for the X under the three."
This teacher assigned a mark of "ten", but might have

.
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missed the mistakei
tfThls problem Involves reading, thinking, and
planning the final equation. While we do teach
math., I feel reading, etc. are important also.
Perhaps our greatest weakness is the small number
of written problems given to students. They are
weak in written problems, thus we stay away from
them possibly to help their mark. The fundamentals
are found In this problem, but to me the equation
is the most important/ 1
The last statement made by this teacher indicates that
the mistake, that of setting up the equation, might have
been missed.
Trabuo points out that a teacher who assigns a
mark believes that mark to be very significant.

Thus, a

teacher who gives a pupil a certain grad© would usually
be unwilling to admit that the pupil deserves only a
lower grade*

This teacher would probably b© correct by

his own standards.

One teacher might carry a mental scale

of what degrees of scholarship deserve certain grades.
Each teacher seems to have his own mental scale, which
does not transfer to other teachers as such. A teacher
might not agree with the scale of another teacher if such
a transfer were possible. Thus, teachers1 standards be
come subjective in nature.®
Orleans believes that the lack of any precis©
standard for evaluating answers causes teachers to vary
Q
^Marion Hex Trabue, Measuring Hesuits in Educa
tion. (Hew Yorki American look Company, 1 9 2TT, pp.
49-51.

considerably in the marks they giv© independently to the
same pupil response#

H© points out that studies of the

traditional examinations have shown under such independent
marking that teachers* marks very often vary by more than
fifty per cent on the same pupil’s paper#

Studies have

also shown that the same teacher after several days varied
considerably in his marks on the same papers# Thus, a
9
teacher may even differ with himself#
According to Orleans, the chief objection to the
traditional test is the meaninglessness of the marks which
result from the subjectivity of the marking# The marking
of a test is subjective to the extent that persons who are
competent to mark the answers to a question or problem
will differ in the value they assign to a given answer#
Orleans says that an experiment where a group of teachers
would mark independently a single pupil’s paper would
probably show a significant variation In the results#
Teachers will also vary in their reasons why they gave
the mark*^®
The standardised test usually has a definite
answer to ©very question or problem* Every algebra prob*
iem usually has a definite answer*

A standardized test

^Jacob S# Orleans, Measurement in Education#
(Mew Yo^ks Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1957}, pp. 49*42*
1 0 Ibid.,

pp. 53-54.

-83will usually allow no part or fractional credit for any
answer.

Such a procedure could be followed in the case

of an algebra pro bless. Teachers could easily agree on re
sults if they marked problems on an wall or nothing” basis.
Around half of the Montana teachers in the survey appear to
do just that.

Some of these teacher® feel that accuracy is

one of the prime objectives of mathematics and Important
enough to strive for* Theywould have their students organ
ise their facts correctly and may feel' that a little effort
on the part of the pupil giving the right answer is much
better than a lot of effort leading to a wrong result*
Teachers allowing partial credit would emphasize factors
other than accuracy. Such factors might be understanding
of the problem and effort expended by the student.

The

writer feels that accuracy should accompany understanding
and effort to produce fruitful results in problem solving#
Understanding need not be sacrificed in striving for
accuracy. The ”all or none” system of grading can encourage
accuracy among students and produce a more consistent
grading procedure among teachers.

CHAPTER IV
THE EVALUATION OF ELEMENTART ALGEBRA TESTS SUBMITTED
BY MONTANA TEACHERS OF ALGEBRA
A test may be judged on two criteria, validity and
reliability*

A general measure of validity can be ob

tained by a determination of the difficulty of these algebra
tests, by a study of requirements for elementary algebra in
the Montana course of study for mathematics, by a compari
son between the different algebra examinations given by
different teachers, and by a study of the kiwis of test
items given in these tests*

A general measure of relia

bility can be obtained by a study Into the objectivity,
length, and evenness of sealing of these algebra tests*
A.

VALIDITY

The most important criterion of a test is its
validity* Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberloh define the
validity of an examination as depending upon the efficiency
with which the examination measures what it attempts to
measure*

A test must measure the trait it Intend® to

measure in order to maintain its validity. The validity
would be lowered as one deviated more from this trait or
category of the test* Thus, a pupil’s ability to solve
written problems cannot be measured so well if linguistic
difficulties are introduced* Then the text is measuring
—84—

-85the pupil*s ability to read.

However, problem solving

ability and linguistic ability cannot be completely
separated.

The validity of tests might differ because

no two teachers teach exactly the same course and that no
one teacher teaches exactly the same course twice during
his lifetime*
Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich give a discussion
of curricular validity. This type of validity is the most
important, as any method of test validation must be based
on relatively subjective judgment concerning the degree to
which the test covers the proper ground* A teacher

:

attempts to insure curricular validity in a test by making
certain that the test deals with the types of educational
outcomes he wishes to measure and that the test Is at the
proper level of difficulty for his pupils* The validity
of a test may be measured by how much the test stresses
the educational outcomes given in the ccurse of study.
The validity of an achievement test based more generally
upon information than upon skills depends largely upon the
opportunity the pupil has had to master the content in the
dourse as measured in the test•

In this case the teacher

is probably the best judge of validity, as he knows what

^Harry A. Greene, Albert H. Jorgensen, and J.
Raymond Gerberich, Measurement and Evaluation in the
Secondary School. (liew York: Longmans* Green ancT
Company,1915T7"p p • 52-73.

h® has taught*2
Jordan says a test is valid in proportion as it
measures what it purports to measure* Validity cannot he
defined by the knowledge of what a test measures, since
it is known that a test does not satisfy its claims*

Thus,

validity is better defined by «toat a test attempts to
measure•3
Jordan gives a discussion of internal validity*
The internal validity refers to the care with which the
items of the test are selected and arranged* The Items of
the test are constructed after a consideration of the de
sired objectives. Such items are carefully written, judged
by a jury of experts, and then tried out on a small sample
of subjects* Ambiguous statements appearing must be modi
fied or omitted entirely# Further revisions might be
necessary before the test can assume its final form.

A

teacher can follow these procedures In giving tests,
eliminating poor items and keeping or modifying the better
items.

Jordan feels that the teacher would be in the best

position to make the most valid test for his class* Thus,
an elementary algebra teacher would know the areas he had
taught and the objectives he had had in mind.

gLoe. cit«
York:

^A. M. Jordan, Measurement in Education* (Mew
McGraw-Hill Book GompanyV Inc*, 19&3l", pp• 14-21.

The teacher gives a test over specific subject
matter in any area* The standard test is different from
the teacher-made test in this respect.

A standardised

test would base its items over any area on subject matter
common to courses of study and popular textbooks. The
standardized test-raaker would select items according to
frequency of occurrence. Such a system tends to neglect
local materials introduced for interest and to retain
common facts in the test. Thus, as has been pointed out,
a standardized test may be lacking In social utility* The
teacher' must be careful that he doe^ not H0 V®r~standardizett his tests to this extent.

Such a teat would be con

cerned with the mere reproduction of facts. Facts would
not be presented in new situations# and students would be
prone to memorize specific facts for the sake of memoriza
tion.

Desirable educational objectives must be dominated

by social utility, which Is always reflected in a valid
teat
McCall lists various criteria which contribute to
the validity of tests.

The first of these criteria is that

tests should be in harmony with the philosophy of education*
The effort of the student can be easily misdirected by ex
aminations out of harmony with the philosophy of education.
Hext, tests should measure organization of memoriter
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learnings. fasts should not emphasize mare memoriter
learnings as the student might become satisfied with just
memorizing* A test item which requires some application or
integration of information can encourage better habits of
study. Thus, statement problems in elementary algebra might
make better items than the so-called drill problems for
the organization of knowledge acquired. The student learns
the fundamental processes of algebra through these drill
problems.

An excessive use of this kind of problem mi^ht

lead the student toward mere memorlter learning.

Statement

problems should be introduced when the drill problems have
been mastered to enable the student to organize the know
ledge he has acquired.
A test should also give a good supply of diagnostic
information.

In diagnostic tests, a pupil*® performance

on a certain item or group of items is of more importance
5
than his total score.
McCall feels that the completion test is the least
useful as an achievement test.

The completion test tends

to encourage verbal learnings, may have too many words re
moved, is easily mutilated at the wrong place, and may be
difficult to score* The essay test should only be used to
test a pupil*s ability to organize a complicated subject.
The matching type is seldom used because it eannot be

5WUli am A* McCall, Measurement.
Macmillan Company, 1939), pp. ¥9-S4.

(Mew York:

The

>■

-89easily employed on as many kinds of subject matter as the
multipie-choice and because the matching type is not as
popular with pupils,

McCall feels that the alternate-

choice and multiple-choice are the most useful and popular
of all types* The right choice in a multiple-choice test
should not appear obvious and its position among the other
Items should be determined only by chance*
The simple-recall type and not the multiple-choice
type is the best to us© when testing recall* The simplerecall might also be used when there Is just one possible
brief answer, when objective scoring Is not absolutely
necessary, and #ien electric machine scoring
planned*

1®

not

Algebra problems present the simple-recall type*

The student works the problem and usually arrives at one
brief answer*

Fewer items would be required to make the

test reliable as there is little or no guess! ng by the
pupils* The simple-recall Is probably the best type to
use with algebra problems# Ho answer is suggested and the
student must work the problem to aid in arriving at the
answer.

The teacher should require the presence of the

student*® work in a logical algebraic manner along with
the correct answer* Such a procedure would prevent the
student from using processes other than algebra to ar
rive at the answer*

-90Multiple-choice tests may have from three to about
five or six Items to choose from

McCall states that the

us© of five or six choices seems to be somewhat superior
to the use of three or f our*^

If such a form is used in an

algebra test in connection with problems, the student should
be required to work the problem first in a logical, orderly
manner•
Objective tests may be lacking in comprehensiveness.
A comprehensive measure of a trait is a criterion of valid
ity*

Comprehensiveness may only be feasible when a narrow

ability or a limited field of subject matter is being
measured. An objective test may be mad© more comprehensive
by the inclusion of random samplings of the trait in
question. Enough of these random samplings should be used
to give a reliable measure of the pupil* Th© method of
random sampling makes possible the construction of alter
nate tests* This method, however, only tells what per cent
of a total field of knowledge the pupil knows♦ Comprehen
siveness may be secured in this respect, especially with
skill tests, by the use of type material.

Each subject

involving skill Is assumed to contain typical units or
typical processes• Thus, ability in the trait or subject
is generally determined by measuring ability in the type
processes.

7L o c . cit.
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Th© test should correspond someifc&t to life situ
ations*

Some tests correspond more to life situations

than other tests do*

Many algebra tests present a series

of Isolated drill problems showing little or no relation
to life situations*

Such problems are necessary for test

ing the pupil1a ability to perform the fundamental opera
tions*

However, statement problems presenting.practical

■situations could be emphasised more than they are*
Teachers probably use these items to a minimum to avoid
making the test too "hard” for their pupils#
he© states that although most objective type ques
tions are slightly more valid than th© essay question, the
true-false question is slightly less valid than th© essay*

Q

The various types of objective questions have been found to
be of almost equal validity with the completion type slight
ly more valid than other©*

McCall had stated that the com

pletion test is th© least useful as an achievement test and
the true-false one of the most useful and popular of all
types.
Individual test items may be validated in a simple
manner by comparing the responses of th© best third or
fourth of the pupils with those of the poorest third or
fourth#

Lee cites a study by Kelley showing that the

upper and lower twenty-seven per cent of the pupils give

8 J*

Murray Lee, A Guide to Measurement in Secondary
Schools• (Hew York? D7 IppTeton-Century Company/lnc*,
1936), pp, 331-334.

the best contrast*

The test papers of the upper and lower

twenty-seven per cent are selected. The number of pupils
getting each question right is tabulated for each group*
The questions or problems which show the largest amount of
differentiation between the groups in favor of th© best
group are the most valid questions or problems*®
Validity is related to the selection of test items.
A test should not Include too wide a range of topics*
Monroe gives an example of a mathematics test having six
different topics included in the ten problems* Thus, a
test may attempt to measure too many things and probably
will not measure any one thing well as a result* Iven if
the test scores were accurate measures of what the pupils
could do on the test, they would not have a definite mean
ing# Th© score would give no evidence as to what topic th©
pupil was lacking in* The test items in general should
have some relation to each other*

Otherwise, separate

scores should be tallied for topics completely different
10
from each other*

®Loc* clt*
l%alter Scott Monroe, Measuring th© Results of
Teaching* (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, I§1"8T7
pp. 17-18*
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HBBIABILITY

A test functioning consistently is said to be re
liable . Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich define the re
liability of an examination as depending upon th© effic
iency with which a test measures what It does measure*
A test may measure well what it does measure, but poorly
what its user attempted to measure* A test must measure
well what it does measure before it can measure with
success idiat it attempts to measure* Test reliability
may exist without validity, but a valid test must also be
reliable* leliabillty may be thought of as a phase of
validity.
Beiiabillty might be expressed by the coefficient
of correlation# Th© coefficient la obtained by correlating
scores on two equivalent forms of th© same test given in
order by th© same procedure to the same group of pupils#
Such a measure is the reliability coefficient or coeffic
ient of reliability* Both th® reliability and validity
coefficients are special applications of the coefficient
of correlation#
Tests do not attempt to measure every outcome of
instruction. A more practical method, that of a system of
sampling, Is employed.

Test items can be constructed rep

resenting the types of pupil outcomes expected. The scores
resulting from such tests may be accepted as representa
tive of the relative achievement of the pupils for th©

•94whole area sampled by the test Items# Adequacy of sampling
is a phase of reliability* A small sampling of material
may cause a pupil's score to be raised or lowered from
what it should be* The student may or may not be acquainted
with th© limited material* An adequate sampling of material
must be taken if the test is to be fair for all concerned
and if th© test is to be reliable*
The development of the objective test arose out of
the need for th© elimination of the subjective factor in
th© marking of examination papers* Test objectivity aids
In the elimination of th® opinion, bias, or judgment of the
scorer. Th© objective test items are usually so stated that
only one answer suffices.

Many mathematical problems com#

under this category.
The simple-recall type is on© form of the objective
exercise* The solution of algebra problems generally repre
sents this type of response*

Other types of response some

times used in algebra tests are the alternate-choice,
multiple-choice, matching, and completion*
Test objectivity should make for perfect agreement
as to what is the correct answer*

However, such objectivity

becomes meaningless when teachers are willing to accept in-,
correct answers* A considerable number of Montana teachers
of elementary algebra corrected th© problems presented In
th© questionnaire allowing partial credit* The disagreement
among these teachers represents the presence of subjective

-95factors in the scoring. This situation calls for a return
to the evils of th© traditional examination.

Only the

correct answer should be accepted in an algebra examina
tion.

In theory* students are not being taught how to do

problems incorrectly. A test really has no objectivity at
all is/hen the scorer loses respect for the correct re
sponse.

Test objectivity is another phase of reliability.
Reliability depends upon the ease and accuracy with

which the test can be actaInistered. This phase of relia
bility is termed ^admlnistrability®.

Ease of test admini

stration depends upon clear, simple, and direct instruc
tions to the pupils*

Samples should be used to indicate

any particular form of response desired. Th© nature of
any response required should be within th© rang© of pupil
ability.

Long and Involved Instructions to the pupils

are best avoided* Th© test itself should not ordinarily
require elaborate preparatory arrangements on th© part of
the teacher. Th© appearance of the test, page size, length
of line, and the size of type affect test administrability.
Test results should be obtained in as simple, rapid,
and routine a manner as possible*

Tests containing only

one possible answer per item should be easy to score.

Th©

system of partial credit introduces added considerations
of weighing and ©valuation on the part of the teacher.
Ease of scoring is lost and the test lacks in seorabllity,
another phase of reliability.
A test has utility to the degree that it serves a

definite need satisfactorily in th© situation in which it
is used* A test should have definite purposes with its
results used in an Intelligent attempt to satisfy th© needs
at hand* Th© teacher must employ foresight in constructing
a usable test and must be able to use the results in serv11
ing the needs of th© classroom*
Jordan defines reliability as implying precision or
accuracy.*2

In validity the emphasis is on a test’s agree

ment with th© objectivej in reliability, upon agreement
with itself.
Jordan goes on to s f that various factors affect
reliability. A pupil will respond to a test according to
Interest and effort, physical conditions, ©motions, and
thought processes already in progress. Variation in pupil
response would lower the reliability of a test, even if
th© test were a perfect measuring Instrument and th© con
ditions under which th© test was given were ideal in ©very
way.
The teacher himself may be a factor in lowering th©
reliability of atest.

He may not give clear instructions

to his pupils for taking the test, may not allow enough
time for the test, may be unaware of th© lack of indepen
dent work on the part of his pupils, and may not give his

^Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich, loo, cit.
12

pupils ©nough encouragement to do their best with the
course*
the teacher may be Inaccurate in th® scoring
process* This situation was shown when some of th© Montana
teachers of algebra would miss th© errors presented in the
two problems on the questionnaire. Th© allowance of partial
credit, as was brought out, would detract from th© relia
bility*
Other factors, such as good pupil motivation
throughout the test, ©motional calmness, careful test ad
ministration, and effective scoring, can help to raise the
reliability of a test,

A longer test with adequacy of

sampling is a more reliable test*
Th© confidence that can be put in th© individual
pupil score is questionable.

Th© best interpretation of

th© score probably comes out of th© concept of th© varia
tion of th® obtained score*

Jordan cites a formula for

the calculation of th© variability of th© obtained score*
This variability is equal to th©

13

standarddeviation of th©

test multiplied by th© square root of on® minus th© relia
bility of the test. This formula
V = S. D. {

might be expressed as

l - r )*

Thus, th© larger th® standard deviation and th® smaller

-98th© reliability, th© more th© Individual test score will
vary*

If th© variability were four and the test score

were sixty, th© chance® would be better than two In three
that the true score lies between fifty-six and sixty-four*
Th© smaller th© variability, the more confidence can be put
in th© score made on the test.
McCftll defines reliability as the amount of agree
ment between results secured from two or more applications
of a test to th© same pupils by th© same examiner* Perfect
reliability would be obtained when the same examiner gives
two Identical tests according to an Identical procedure to
the same pupils* The absence of these factors cause unre
liability in tests.*4
The coefficient of reliability varies between
1.00

and - 1*00* A coefficient of

1*00 indicates a per

fect reliability and the test Is completely objective.
Less reliable tests have coefficients of less than

1.00.

A test with a coefficient of 0*00 has no reliability and
measures In a haphazzard manner* The test results may or
may not be significant*

Prediction through such a test

is Impossible, A coefficient of -1.00 indicates a perfect
negative reliability*

In such a ease two equivalent

forms of the same test would give opposite results*

The

more Intelligent students can be steered toward incorrect
responses which appear obvious, Th© less intelligent

14McCall,

0£ .

clt.. pp. 55-60.

-99students may not be able to see the incorrect response as
obvious and are at an advantage with this item.

More of

the less able students may answer th© item correctly, and
the item has a negative value as a result. Too many of
these Items in a test may lower the reliability to prac
tically nothing or even to a negative coefficient,
Lee states that numerous studies have shown that
objective tests have much higher reliability than essay
tests.

Special car© must be used in evaluating essay tests
if their reliability is to be raised. 15 Some algebra

tests do have items where th# student is to define or
clarify*

Self-expression is demanded on the part of the

student when he deals with these ^essay-type11 items.
Thus, th© danger of subjective evaluation on th© part of
the teacher enters in.

Th© danger could be greater when

th© teacher allows partial credit or marks subjectively
on th© object!v© Items, The teacher should evaluate these
subjective Items with care or avoid their use altogether,
Lee feels that the recall type of item is probably
th© most reliable, followed by the recognition types,
Lee feels that th© true-false question, as well as being
th© least valid, is also the least reliable, Th® relia
bility of the alternate-choice test can b© raised by
modifications. Such modifications as requiring the student

15 Lee, 0£.

l®Loc. olt.

pit., pp. 356-339.
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to correct the wrong statement* would raise th© validity
of the test and th© reliability as well.
A test having many items is more reliable than the
test with few items*

However, th© more reliable th© type of

item is, the fewer th© items ofthat type would fc© needed to
maintain the reliability of the test. A greater number of
less reliable items would be needed in th® test to maintain
th© reliability.
C*

AW EVALUATION OF THE ELEMENTARY ALdSBRA TESTS
OF M0 1 TAWA TEACHERS
AS RESPICTISO VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

Each teacher to whom a questionnaire was sent was
requested to enclose a copy of any major elementary alge
bra test and the' pupil scores on that test*
teachers returned tests.

Forty-two

However, as some of th® tests

were minor tests, thirty-six major tests are considered in
this part of the chapter*

nineteen of these are semester

and final tests and seventeen are six weeks1 tests*
Twenty-one teachers returned pupil scores.
of these scores pertained to minor tests*

However, some
Consequently,

only fourteen sets of pupil scores will fee considered*
In order to become better acquainted with these
tests and to gain some idea of their length and diffi
culty, th© writer administered to himself

©11

thirty-six

of these algebra tests. Th© time in minutes spent on each
test was divided by th® number of minutes the teacher
allowed for the test as stipulated on the questionnaire.

••101All the decimal quantities obtained for the semester and
final tests and the six weeks* tests were added together
and averaged,

Thus, if the writer spent twenty minutes

on a test where the teacher allowed one hour, the decimal
quantity obtained would be 20/60 or 0*53* An average of
0*50 was obtained for the decimal quantities of the semes
ter and final tests. Thus, the writer did these tests on
the average of half the time allowed by the teacher*

The

typical elementary algebra student would then take twice
the time to do the test as the writer or forty minutes if
the writer took twenty.

Thus, if sixty minutes were

allowed for the test, the test is not long enough or is
too easy.

An average of 0*49 was obtained for the decimal

quantities of the six weeks* tests.

The writer did these

tests on the average of less than half the time allowed by
the teacher. Then, the typical elementary algebra student
would take slightly more than twice the time of the
writer to do the test. The following table gives the deci
mal quantities for the semester and final tests and the six
weeks’ tests.

102TABLE LI
DECIMAL QUANTITIES
'ITIES OP MAJOR ELEMENTARY
ELEME1
ALGEBRA
TESTS AND THEIR RANK

Semester and Pinal Tests

Six Weeks' Tests

Decimal
Decimal
Rank___________ Quantity_________ Rank_________ Quantity
1

0.84

1

0.77

2

.83

2

.73

3

.80

3

.70

4

.66

4

.68

5

.63

6

.62

7

.39

7

.36

S|

.50

8

.53

8|

.30

9

.52

10

.49

10

.45

11

.48

U

.43

12

.44

12

.39

13|

.37

13

.36

13i

.37

14

.33

15

.34

15|

.27

16

.32

ISi

.27

17j

.27

17

.13

17i

,27

Average

,49

19

.17

Average

,50

5|

.60
.60

-103The typical or average algebra student probably would not
finish a test having a decimal quantity appreciably greater
than the average in th® time allowed* The test having suit
able length would have a decimal quantity around the aver
age*
This procedure of computing test length is not com
pletely reliable as the factors of difficulty and test
length, both of which can make a test long, were not
separated*

However, a reasonable idea of test length should

be gathered from this procedure.
Standard deviations were computed for the fourteen
sets of pupil scores. The standard deviation or sigma
{

) is a measure of the variation of the scores from the

mean*

Test scores having a very large range, th© differ

ence between the highest and lowest scores, would have a
large standard deviation*

The formula for the standard

deviation may b® expressed as
S-O 'fll* 2
Bach score is squared and then totaled*

The'mean ofe2

talned from the squared scores is represented by Ms •
Th© mean is obtained for the scores and then squared.
The squared mean of the scores is shown as (Ms )2. The
mean of the squared scores is either greater than or
equal to the squared mean.

If allthe scores of a test

were identical, the mean of th® squared scores would be
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equal to the squared mean* Then there would be no stand
ard deviation as there is no variability in the scores*
The formula for the variability of the individual
score,
V=

s.D.

(l - r)*

was brought out earlier in this chapter.
a perfect positive reliability (

1 *0 0 ),

If the t est has
the variability

of the individual score would be zero and the standard
deviation would have no effect.

The standard deviation

would lower the reliability of the Individual score to a
greater degree as the test becomes less reliable.
A summary of the variability of the pupil scores is
presented in th© *CW section of the next chapter.
Validity: All of th© algebra tests were placed into
four categories by the writer * excellent, good, fair, and
poor.

The following gives a summary of these tests*
Hlne out of th© thirty-six tests in the survey wore

rated as excellent by the writer* All of these tests are
satisfactory on th© three most Important points of valid
ity; namely, level of difficulty, organization of memoriter learnings, and comprehensiveness*

These three items

of validity would also relate to wunderstending*1 on t he
student1a part.

Th® next thro© points of validity in

order of importance are social utility, proper limiting of
types measured, and avoidance of linguistic difficulties.
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A first semester examination in this group contains
these kinds of Items:
TABLE LII
TYPES OF ITEMS IN A SEMESTER TEST
RATED AS EXCELLENT A W THEIR FRSftUENCY

Recall Types

Freouency

Substitution

1

Combination of Addition,
Subtraction, Multipli
cation and Division

1

Linear Equations

4

Addition

3

Subtraction

2

Multiplication

6

Division

3

Removal of Parentheses

1

Factoring

7

Statement Problems

12

Total

40

-10S-

The level of difficulty of this examination is moderate,
not too hard and not too easy. The statement problems pre
sent applications of linear equations, decimal linear
equations, and formulas,

These statement problems aid In

the organization of memorlter learnings. Twenty-seven out
of the forty problems are comprehensive.

The items on

linear equations, addition, subtraction, division, and re
moval of parentheses lacked in this respect. The test has
a moderate amount of social utility, does not attempt to
measure too many things, and presents no undue linguistic
difficulties.

A copy of this semester examination may be

found in the appendix.
An algebra six weeks1 test in this group contains
these kinds of items j
TABLE LIII
TYPES OF ITEMS II A SIX WEEKS’ TEST
HATED AS EXCBLLSHT AND THEIR FREQUENCY

Recall Types

Frequency

Division

7

Linear Equations

8

Statement Problems

7

Total

22

The writer considered this test to be of moderate diffi
culty, The statement problems aid in the organization of
memoriter learnings. These items present applications of

•107*
lineal* equations, one of which is fractional*

One state*

Kent problem presents expression in algebraic terms* All
of the tyoes of problems presented are comprehensive. The
test has a moderate degree of social utility, does not
attempt to measure too many things, and presents no un
necessary linguistic difficulties*

A copy of this six

weeks* test may be found in the appendix#
Five out of the nine tests in this group were con
sidered satisfactory on all of the six points of validity
by th© writer* The other four tests were found to b© satis
factory on five of the six points# All four are lacking
only in social utility*
Eighteen other tests were rated as good by th©
writer* All of the tests in this group are satisfactory on
two of the three most important points of validity*
A first semester test in this group contains these
kinds of items t
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TABLE LIV
TYPES OP ITEMS IN A SEMESTER TEST
RATED AS GOOD AND THEIR FREQUENCY

Recall Types

Frequency

Addition

25

Subtraction

25

Multiplication

25

Divisi on

25

Linear Equations

50

Total

160

This semester test is of isoderat© difficulty*

However,

the test does not seek to organize memoriter learnings.
The inclusion of some application problems might have
helped to remedy this* The test as a whole Is comprehen
sive enough to give an adequate measure of ability with
each type of item* The test lacking In problems of a
practical nature does not show any social utility*

How

ever, the test does not attempt to measure too many things
and does not present undue linguistic difficulties*

A

copy of this semester test may be found in the appendix.
An algebra first six weeksf test In this group
contains these kinds of items:
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TYPES OP ITEMS IN A SIX WEEKS* TEST
RATED AS GOOD AMD THEIR FREQUENCY

Recall Types

Frequency

Formulas

1

Addition

7

Expression in Algebraic Terms

S

Factoring

1

Completion

4

Substitution

$

Combination of
Addition and Division

1

Linear Equations

3

Statement Problems

2

Recognition Types______________Frequency
Multiple-choice, three Items
Total

1

33

Th© writer considered this six weeks* test to be of
moderate difficulty. The examination is weak In prob
lems calling for applications of what th© student has
learned. The majority of the Items should give a compre
hensive measure of th© ability they attempt to measure.
The deficiency of statement problems has mad© th© test
weak in social utility. The test Itself attempts to

measure too many kinds of items#

However, no undue

linguistic difficulties are introduced# A copy of this
six weeks* test may be found in the appendix#
Most of the tests in this group are satisfactory
on four out of th® six points of validity#

Most of the

tests her® were found to be deficient on organisation
of memoriter learnings and social utility* A summary of
results is given in the following table. The points of
validity are listed in order of importance#
TABLE LVI
A RATING OF SIX POINTS OF VALIDITY AS SATISFACTORY
OR UNSATISFACTORY ON THE TESTS CONSIDERED "GOOD**

Points of
Ya.lldl ty

Number
Satisfactory____

Number
Unsatisfactory_____

Level of difficulty

12

6

Organisation of
memoriter learnings

6

12

Comprehensiveness
Social utility

IS
6

12

Proper limiting of
types measured

14

4

Avoidance of lin
guistic difficulties

18

-

The writer considered three tests out of the
thirty-six to be only fair* All of the tests in this group
are satisfactory on only one of the three most Important
points of validity.
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An algebra semester teat in this group contains
these kinds of items:
TABLE LVTI
TYPES OF ITEMS IN A SEMESTER TEST
BATED AS FAIR AMD THEIR FREQUENCY

Recall Types

Frequency

Simultaneous Equations

3

Statement Problems

1

Factoring

3

Quadratic Equations

5

Division of Fractions

3

Linear Equations

7

Radicals

13

Total

35

The level of difficulty for this semester examination
Is moderate* The test presents only one application prob
lem and makes no further attempt to organize memoriter
learnings. The test items are not as comprehensive as they
should be.

The examination in general is weak In social

utility and would not help the student to see the prac
tical value of algebra.

However, the Instructor proper

ly limited the types of items measured.

No undue lin

guistic difficulties are presented in the test. A copy of
this test may be found in the appendix.
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A second six weeks* algebra quiz contains these
kinds of items:
TABLE LVIIX
TYPES OF ITEMS IN A SIX WEEKS’ QUIZ
RATED AS FAIR AND THEIR FREQUENCY

Recall Types

Frequency

Statement Problems

2

Substitution

1

Addition

2

Subtraction

2

Removal of Parentheses

1

Linear Equations

1

Multiplication

3

Total

12

This quiz or test has twelve problems* The student could
do any ten of these including three specified problems*
Two of th© ten problems the student has to do have two
parts* Thus there are twelve items in all* The writer con*
sidered this test to be too difficult* The quiz is weak In
problems of application* Even though there are four state*
ment problems in all with only one required, the typical
student would try to get away from these items as much as
possible where he has th® choice*

The two statement prob*

lems the typical student might do have the same answers
and are essentially the same with only a difference in
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wording,

However, all of tie type® of items with the ex

ception of th® statement problems are comprehensive*

Two

of the three items of multiplication were quit® difficult
in that they have more than one term in their exponents*
On# of these difficult items is required* Such items are
probably beyond th# ability level of th# elementary algebra
student and should not have been included in the test.

The

examination.being weak in problems of application is also
weak in social utility.

However, the Instructor does not

attempt to measure too many kinds of items.

Mo undue

linguistic difficulties are presented in th® test,

A copy

of this test may be found in the appendix.
A summary of results for the tests considered fair is
given in the following table.
listed in order of Importance.

The points of validity are

-1 1 4 -

TABLE LIX
a r a ti n g o f s i x points of va li d i t y

AS SATISFACTORY OB. UNSATISFACTORY 01 THE TESTS
CONSIDERED "FAIR*

Points of
Validity

Number
Satisfactory

Number
Unsatisfactory

Level of'difficulty

1

2

Organization of
memoriter learnings

1

2

Comprehensiveness

1

2

Social Utility

-

3

Proper limiting of
types measured

2

1

Avoidance of lin
guistic difficulties

3
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The six remaining tests were considered by the
writer to be poor# All of the tests in this group are not
*1

satisfactory on any of the three most important points of
validity#
A semester examination in this group contains these
kinds of itemsi
TABLE LX
TYPES OF ITEMS IN A SEMESTER TEST
HATED AS POOH AHD THFTB FREQUENCY

Recall Types

Frequency

Exponents

6

Statement Problems

5

Addition

4

Reduction of Fractions

1

Subtraction

5

Multiplication

4

Division

6

Removal of Parentheses

4

Recognition Types
Multiple-choice, three items
Total

Frequency
3
38

The writer considered this examination to be too easy.
The statement problems involve applications of linear
equations, one of which Is fractional#

However, these

problems are too easy and would not require much organi
zation of rcemorlter learnings*

More statement problems

could have been presented, ill of the types presented lack
In comprehensiveness, with the possible exception of the
problems on addition and the removal of parentheses-. This
would leave thirty out of thirty-eight Items not compre
hensive. Social utility 1® lacking in this examination.
However, the test does not attempt to measure too many
things and presents no undue linguistic difficulties.
A copy of this test may be found in the appendix.
A fifth six weeks* test In this group contain®
fourteen Items In all.

The student had the choice to do

any ten. The following table shows the kinds of Items the
typical student might choose to do:

TABU LXI
TYPES OF ITEMS Ilf A SIX WEEKS’ TEST
BATED AS POOH AID THEIR FREQUENCY

Bacall Types

Frequency

Simultaneous Equations
Multiplication

1
2

Factoring

6

Linear Equations

1

Total

10

-117fills test is considered by the writer to be too easy.

The

instructor Included two problems of application, but the
typical student hairing bis choice of items to do probably
would not attempt these more difficult problems* The test
Is basically poor In the organization of memoriter learn
ings as a result* The examination presents a lack of com
prehensiveness* Social utility is lacking as the problems
of application are really optional*

Only on© of the two

problems of application would involve some thought on the
part of the student*

The other problem is quite simple*

However, the test does not attempt to measure too many
things and presents no undue linguistic difficulties* A
copy of this six weeks* test may be found in the appendix*
411 six of these tests were considered by the writer
to be unsatisfactory in level of difficulty, organization
of memoriter learnings, comprehensiveness, and social
utility*

However all six of these tests are satisfactory

in that they properly limit the types measured and avoid
linguistic difficulties*

However, the se last two points

of validity are the more minor ones*
The follordng table gives an overall tabulation
of the six points of validity principally discussed in
the precedings

TABLE LXII

/*

A RATIHG OF SIX POIHTS OF VALIDXTT
AS SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY OR ALL THE TESTS

Points of
Validity

Humber of
Semester and Final Tests
Satis*
Unsatis
factory
factory

Humber of
Six Weeks ? Tests
Unsatis
Satis
factory
factory

Level of
difficulty

9

10

13

4

Organization of
memoriter
learnings

9

10

7

10

Comprehensiveness 13

©

15

2

Social Utility

6

13

5

12

Proper limiting
of types
measured

15

4

IS

1

Avoidance of
linguistic
difficulties

19

mt

17

m

The following table gives a tabulation of the
degrees of difficulty of all the tests consideredi
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THE DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY BY HUMBER OF TESTS

Kind of Test

Difficult

Moderate

Easy

Semester and Final

3

9

7

Six Weeks*

2

13

2

Total

§

22

9

Reliability* Of the six points of reliability,
the most important on© is objectivity in the scoring
policy of the teacher*

Most algebra tests and mathematics

tests in general m m already objective in form. The lack
of basic objectivity in a mathematics test Is usually not
a problem. The main problem is how the teacher treats
what the student has done.

Hine teachers marked their

tests in the semester and final category satisfactorily
and nine did not mark their tests objectively.

The

scoring policy of the other teacher was not made clear*
Five teachers marked their tests in the six weeks* cate
gory objectively and eleven more were not objective in
this respect* The scoring policy of one teacher was not
clear.
The most objective kind of a scoring policy is a
unlform and consistent one. Teachers who would give partial
credit to the problems they mark are making their own in-

-120dividual judgments on the merits of the students* work.
They may decide that the Incorrect work of a student Is
worth so many points. A policy of partial credit would be
justified if the number of points the teacher assigned to
the students* work were the exact amount with no deviation
or error, if the teacher marked all problems with exactly
the same degree of judgment, and if all teachers agreed
exactly how all problems should be marked. These goals
are t oo much to strive for.

Individuals will differ in

their judgments, and subjectivity enters into the scoring
procedure as a result. The basic objectivity of a test has
little meaning if the results are interpreted subjectively.
Tests decreased In objectivity are also decreased in relia
bility. Tests without reliability can have no validity*
A

teacher should accept only the correct answer

arrived at in a logical manner. A teacher would agree with
himself more consistently under such a system, and many
more teachers would agree among themselves.

The l,all or

none1* system of grading is probably the most objective
there is.

Argument will arise as to what constitutes a

logical manner of the student In arriving at the correct
answer. Subjectivity will enter in here.

However, the

teacher must require a logical procedure on the part of the
students In solving problems. Otherwise, the student may
arrive at the correct answer in a non-algebraic manner or
by pure guess.

The teacher may use the results of a test for
diagnostic purposes, for guidance, for determining period
and final marks, and the like# The results of a test may or
may not be usable forth© purposes of the teacher.

The

usability of the test results will depend on the objectivity
of the test, and in this case, on the objectivity of the
scoring procedure*

Tests marked objectively will generally

produce usable results* Eight semester and final tests
were considered by the writer as producing usable results
and ten were not* The usability of one test could not be
determined as the scoring policy of the instructor was not
clear.

Six tests in the six weeks1 category would probably

produce usable results and ten would not. The usability of
one test in this category could not ba determined as the
instructor1s scoring policy was not made clear.
The items of each type in a test should be ade
quately sampled. A student may be able to do some items
within a type but not others. A teacher selecting a few
items for a type may or may not select the problems a
student can do with success. Thus, a student may be lucky
with the test items and receive a mark higher than he d©serves or he may not be so fortunate and fail on th© items
when he really deserves a higher mark• Test items should be
thoroughly sampled to aid in preventing the above possibil
ities . The semester and final tests were poor In this re
spect with only three out of nineteen having a majority of

types containing items adequately sampled. The semester
and final tests must each contain more types of items than
the six weeks * test as they cover more material than the
six weeks* test.

The teacher probably fears that the test

will be too long if each type has items sampled adequately*
It is better to have the test long with the items sampled
adequately*

More time should be allowed for the test if

needed. The picture is not as bad for the six weeks* tests*
Eight out of seventeen of these tests had a majority of
types with items adequately sampled.
Six out of nineteen semester and final tests were
satisfactory In the length of test in that the student
could finish It in about the time allowed*

From the other

thirteen, six were too long for the time allowed and seven
were too short for the time allowed. Six out of seventeen
six weeks* tests had satisfactory length In that the student
could finish it in about the time allowed*

From the other

eleven, six were too long for the time allowed and five
were too short for the time allowed* The writer considered
a test having a decimal quantity (explained in Chapter IV)
of more than plus or minus 0.10 from the average decimal
quantity of its category, e * g., semester and final, to be
of unsatisfactory length for the time allowed.
If the examination Is too long for the time allowed,
the average student might not finish, and a complete measure
ment of whet he could do would not be obtained.

If the ex-

-Im
agination Is too short for the time allowed, too many
students may finish early and be a disturbance to those
still on the test unless they are given something

else to

do or are excused* The examination should be long enough
that the average student will be kept busy on It through*
out the test period, but that he willf inish It on time*
A test may be long enough for the time allowed, but
may still be too short because of inadequacy of item samp
ling or may be too easy* A long test with moderate diffi
culty and adequacy of sampling of items is moat desirable
from the standpoint of validity and reliability*

More time

should be allowed for such a test if necessary.
All nineteen semester and final tests and all seven
teen six weeks * tests were objective in form* A mathematics
test generally does not lack in objectivity* The real prob
lem is whether the scoring procedure of the teacher is ob
jective or not.
A point of reliability of lesser importance than the
others is the admlnistrability of a test* Seventeen out of
nineteen semester and final tests wer® considered admlni*
strabl© by the writer* Sixteen out of seventeen six weeks1
tests were satisfactory on this score. The admlnistrabillty
of a test depends on the clarity of the directions to the
student, the form in which the test is presented, the con
dition of the form on which the test is presented, and on
the amount of independent work during a test by the student.
Most of the tests in the survey are on mimeographed sheets

and are readable. The test would not proceed in an orderly
manner if the students did not work independently.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
A.

A SUMMARY OF THE PREPARAT IOK, PRESENTATION, AMD
EVALUATIOK PROCEDURES OF TEACHER-MADE TESTS
AS PRESENTED IN CHAPTER III
It Ha® bean estimated that the approximately

700,000 teacher® from the elementary school to the college
level spend forty-two million hours of time annually in
preparing and scoring test® and in analyzing and interprei
ting the resultst This is based on three hours per test
and 20 tests per teacher. In testing.

Thus, teachers

spend more then a week of school time annually in work
with tests*
Preparation of Tests: Generally, elementary
algebra teacher® give six or eight major tests in a school
year. This might include two six weeks1 tests and a final
per semester or three six weeks1 tests and a final each
semester.
a week*

Most teachers give from one to two minor tests
Perhaps It would be more desirable to give more

quizzes than that each week*

^William A* McCall, Mea®urement*
Macmillan Company, 1959), p . 29*
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A vast majority of the teachers informed their
students that a major test was coming. About half of the
teachers informed their students of coming minor tests.
Students should be informed of infrequent tests such as
the major examinations.

However, it might be better not to

announce frequent teste such as those minor.

Students

might prepare their lessons 'better if they feel a test
could occur.
A majority of the teachers selected their major
test items from the basal textbooks used,

A greater per

centage of teachers selected minor test items from the
basal textbooks than for those major*
access to the basal textbook.

The student has

The teacher should not have

a problem her© with the student memorising answers if he
requires from the student in a test the correct work also.
Most teachere spend an hour or more preparing a
major test* " Over half of the teachers spend, fifteen
minutes or less in the preparation of a minor test.

A

teacher may spend much time in preparing a test, select
a poor quality of items, and thus have a poor test.

Time

end consideration must be given to item selection if the
examination is to be reliable and valid.
Administra11on of Tests t Around half of the
teachers allowed their students fifteen minutes or less to
take a minor test,

A test should be long enough that the

average student can finish in the time allowed, A summary
of the length of major tests is taken up In the B section
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The majority of teachers with more than on® section
gave the same minor test to each section* A greater per
centage of teachers with more than one section gave the
same major test to each section* Teachers should at least
give different minor tests to each of their sections*
Minor tests are shorter than major and easier for students
to communicate to each other concerning the nature of the
material*
A vast majority of the teachers did not prepare
alternate major or minor tests for use within a elassor
section, such that each alternately seated student would
be taking the same test*

lore teachers attempted to solve

problems of independent work by the assignment of alternate
seats during a test*

The majority of teachers assigned

alternate seats during a major test, while about a third
gave alternate seats for a minor test* The assignment of
alternate seats is more practical than the work of pre
paring alternate tests and should be just as effective*
The use of mimeographed sheets is the favored form
for giving major tests, while the blackboard is favored for
the minor tests* The blackboard is easier to use than the
preparation of mimeographed sheets*

However, the teachers*

writing on the blackboard should be readable and the
material presented in an orderly manner* Blackboard glare
should be prevented* The student has the test right before
him if he takes it from a mimeographed sheet*

He can tend

to the work wl thout looking up at the blackboard ever so
often.

The material on the mimeographed sheet must also

be readable and presented in an orderly manner.
Most of the teachers did not feel that independent
work during a test presented a problem.

The teachers took

three approaches toward the problem of Independent work,
that of being lenient, moderate, or strict.

The majority

of the teachers, who replied to this questionnaire item,
took a moderate approach*

More teachers took a strict

approach to the problem than alenient one*

A teacher

should not be completely deaf to the problem, nor should
he become fanatic over it to the point of constantly
threatening and punishing upon which the student might lose
respect for authority.

A teacher should use various

measures such as alternate seats or tests to handle the
problem without directly implying that he does not trust
the students.
The majority of teachers placed little to no
emphasis at all on the memorisation of material in the
testing program. The understanding of the material is more
important than the rot© memorisation of the subject matter*
Some teachers did require that the quadratic formula be
memorized.
Ivaluation of Testas Practically all of the
teachers do not allow the students to correct their own
major test papers. At least three-fourths of the teachers
do not allow students to correct their own minor test
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papers.

Nearly all of the teachers do not allow students

to correct major test papers not their own.

However, more

than a third of the teachers do permit student® to correct
minor test papers not their own,

A few more teachers would

sometimes let students correct minor test papers.not their
own*
A test does have instructional value when the
student is allowed to correct his own paper*

However, the

student might take unfair advantage of such a situation.
The extra answer sheet on which the student duplicates M s
answers was suggested in Chapter III.

However, this plaa

requires more class time to give and correct the test*
The majority of teacher® counts each major test
twenty-five or thirty-three and one-third per cent toward
a student*s final mark for a report period. The percentage
all minor tests count toward a student*® final mark for a
report period varied from less than ten per cent to as much
as seventy-five per cent.
Perhaps the student*a grade for a report period
should he based entirely on tests.

Lee feels that the

teacher should not mark on daily work, which may not be the
pupil*a own work, or on the recitation, where personality,
appearance, command of English, and behavior bear much
influence.2
o

However, the daily work could be used as an

J. Murray Lee, A Guide to Measurement in Secondary
Schools. (New York? £>7 ippleton-Century dompany, I n c .
T§3S77~PP. 229-251,
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instructional device. The student could correct his own
daily work in class and see where he mad© his errors.
marks should he taken on the daily work though.

Mo

A quiz

given to the class would best supply the mark for the day.
If the daily work would orovlde the instructional value to
the student, the test would not be needed as an instruc
tional device.

The teacher can correct all the tests,

which would remain as a measurement device.
Two elementary algebra problems were presented in
the questionnaire for the teachers to correct*

The first

problem, a fractional equation to be worked, contained two
errors. The second problem, a statement problem, was in
correctly set up. The resulting equation, however, was
worked correctly.

The teachers tended to assign lower

marks to a problem Incorrectly set up with the basic
equation wrong but worked correctly than to a problem with
the basic equation already given but worked out incorrectly.
Less than half of the teachers assigned no credit at all to
the equation worked incorrectly, while more than half of
the teachers assigned no credit to the problem with the
equation incorrectly set up.
B.

A SUMMARY OF THE VALIDITY AMD RELIABILITY OF THE
TEACHER-MADE TESTS PRESENTED IN CHAPTER IV
Validltyg Six points of validity were discussed in

Chapter IV in connection with these tests.

Perhaps the most

important point taken up is the level of difficulty. Each
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test was put into one of three categories of degrees of
difficulty - difficult, moderate, and ©asy * Orleans feels
that in the selection of test questions, there should he a
comparatively small number of exceedingly easy or exceed
ingly difficult questions and an increasingly larger number
3
of questions that approach average or moderate difficulty,
Thus, those tests considered to be of moderate difficulty
by the writer are satisfactory on this point according to
Table L5CII*

Tests too easy or too hard are unsatisfactory

on this point.

Orleans also states that a question is

valid statistically when an appreciably larger percentage
of the more competent pupils than of the less competent
should answer it correctly,^

For this reason a test too

difficult may be more valid than a test too easy.
Wine out of nineteen semester and final tests ware
considered by the writer to be of moderate difficulty and
thus, satisfactory on this point.

Of the remaining ten

tests, seven were considered to be too easy and three to be
too difficult*

A teacher seems to be more prone toward

constructing a semester or final test that is too easy than
that which is too hard. The fear of failing too many pupils
may be a factor here. This factor may also be a reason why
teachers allow partial credit in their scoring procedure.

YorkI

5Jacob S. Orleans, Measurement in Education.
Thomas Nelson and s o n s T T w r , p7 a n -----

4|iPc, eft,

(Hew
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six weeks1 tests*

Thirteen out of seventeen examinations

in this category were considered to be of moderate diffi
culty by the writer. Two examinations were considered to
be too easy and two considered too hard.

A failure in a

six weeks1 test does not necessarily fall the pupil for
the semester or year. Consequently, th© teacher feels
safer in setting more difficult examinations, as he does
not need to fall a large number of pitplls forth© semester
or year on the basis of these tests.

He may set an easier

semester or final examination in order to give the failing
pupil a chance to "redeem" himself. ■
Th# point of second importance is probably the or
ganization of memoriter learnings, Statement or verbal
problems call upon th© student to organize th© algebraic
material he has previously learned.

The algebra the student

has learned in the course will do him little good if he
cannot effectively organize the material into practical
applications. Seven out of seventeen or less than half of
th© six weeksf tests were satisfactory on this point.
Some teachers tend to shun th© problems of application be
cause they feel that these problems are too difficult for
th© average student to grasp.

Nine out of nineteen semester

and final tests attempted th© organization of memoriter
learnings satisfactorily.
A course in aL gebra should not predominate in too
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application# A pupil should be taught how to organise M s
material early In the course and should be given mare
problems of that type as he advances# Such oroblems would
not be so difficult as the pupil becomes more acquainted
with them#

Problems of application teach the pupil to

think In an orderly manner, Instill more appreciation in
the values of the course, and prevent th© pupil from be
coming too mechanical in his work#
An examination shou?d give a comprehensive measure
of the tyres of items presented.

If the problems presented

on algebraic factoring, for example, called for varied
types of thinking and organisation on the part of the
student, such problems would be comprehensive#

A type of

test item may present only one problem and still be com
prehensive because that problem requires varied types of
thinking.

A type of test item may present many problems

and not be comprehensive because those problems are too
easy or too much of one kind. Comprehensiveness is not
related to adequacy of sampling, a point of reliability#
Thirteen out of nineteen semester and final tests
each presented a majority of comprehensive types of items#
Fifteen out of seventeen six weeks * tests were satisfactory
on this point. Th© semester and final tests presented more
types of items than the six weeks’ tests# The teacher might
give more attention to the types on a six weeks1 test than
to the greater number of types in a semester or final test#

This is probably why a greater percentage of six weeks’
tests are more comprehensive than semester and final tests*
Another important point of validity is social utility*
More tests were found to be lacking on this point than on
any other point of validity. A test containing local items
of interest, practical problems applicable in other fields,
and items pertaining to everyday living has social utility*
Six out of nineteen semester and final tests were found to
be satisfactory bn this point* From the seventeen six weeks’
tests, only five had some social utility*
Ferhaps this is a reason for the student*s complaint
that he sees no value in algebra. The course is "cut and
dried", and most students would only take it because it is
required.

A student will soon forget what he has learned

in a course holding little value as far as he is concerned.
More items containing social utility will help to instill
in the student more appreciation of the course and give
more meaning to the course in general.
Another point of validity, not as Important as
those already discussed, Is the proper limiting of the
types measured. A teacher may cram too many types of items
into a test and, probably as a result, not measure each
type comprehensively or sample each type adequately*

It

becomes less clear mhat a test does attempt to measure
when too many types of items are included*

Most of the

tests, fifteen of the semester and final and sixteen of
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respect*
The least important point of validity taken up in
Chapter IV is probably th© avoidance of linguistic diffi
culties# Tests containing many long and difficult words
that a teacher should not expect a student to know or
tests containing many confusing negative statements are
those that would present linguistic difficulties. Tests
containing difficult words, such as multiplicand, subtra
hend and the like, do not present unnecessary linguistic
difficulties as th© teacher has a legitimate right to ex
pect students to know these words, providing h© has taught
their meaning.

Hon© of th© algebra tests were found to be

lacking in this respect.
Reliabilityt The following table gives a tabulation
of th© six points of reliability, listed in order of im
portance, discussed in the preceding chapter.

TABLE LXIV

A RATING OF SIX POINTS OF RELIABILITY
AS SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY OH ALL THE TESTS

Points of
Reliability

Humber of
Seisester and Final Tests
Satis-_________ Unsatis
factory______
factory

lumber of
Six Weeks* Tests
SatisUnsat isfactory
factory

Objective
scoring policy#

9

9

Usability of
test results#

8

10

6

10

Adequacy of
sampling

3

16

8

9

Length of test

6

13

6

11

Objectivity

19

Admlni strability

IT

11

17
2

1®

#Two instructors did not make their scoring policy clear*
Thus, the total of semester and final tests and the total
of six weeks* tests is one short on this point. The usa
bility of test results could not be determined where th®
scoring policy was not made clear*
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C.

A SUMMARY OF THE VARIABILITY OF THE PUPIL SCORES
Fourteen of the thirty-six algebra tests discussed

In the last chapter also had the pupil scores. The follow
ing tables give the standard deviations of th© pupil scores
and the nature of the Instructor’s scoring policy on each
t©St,
TABLE m V
THE STAIDABU DEVIATIONS AND INSTRUCTOR SCORING POLICY
OF SEMESTER AND FINAL TESTS

Test Number

Standard Deviation

Scoring Policy

27#

15.9

Objective

52

10.2

Not clear

56

34.1

Subjective

62

14.5

Subjective

63

19.9

Subjective

64a

10.3

Objective

14,2
69

22.1

#Eaeh test in the study was numbered.

Subjective
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TABLE LXVT

THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND INSTRUCTOR SCORINO POLICY
OF SIX WEEKS' TESTS

Test Number

Standard Deviation

Scoring Policy

8

11*0

Objective

12

15*6

Objective

15

19.2

Objective

24

22*6

Subjective

19*0
41

20.5

Subjective

20**7
44

21.5

Subjective

50

16.5

Subjective

Many of the sets of the pupil scores presented
would show variability by the formula
V = S* D# {

1 - r )*

The standard deviation* tend to be large and th© scoring
policy of th© Instructors tends to be subjective* A sub
jective scoring policy lessens the basic objectivity of the
test and consequently th® reliability*
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APPENDIX A
EVALUATION IN ELEMENTMMY ALGEBRA TESTING
This questionnaire pertains to the tests and. ©easuraments
program in eluent any algebra.

Please answer all the

questions briefly and return the questionnaire at your
earliest convenience in the enclosed self-addressed enve
lop®.
A.

Do not sign this questionnaire.

General Information
1.

What is the enrollment of the high school in
which you teach?_______________ _______________

2.

How many sections of elementary algebra do
you teach?_______ (
______ ____________

5.

How ©any students do you have in each sec
tion? .
..
,
....

f... ..... *

*

,...

4.

How long is the class period for elementary
algebra ?______________

5.

How many years of teaching experience do you
h ave ?

6.

How many year® have you taught elementary
algebra In the system in which you are now
employed ?__________

7.

Please supply the following Information about
your basal textbook (or textbooks)?
Author

Title

Publisher

Copyright Date

142

8.

Is elementary algebra a graduation rectuirement
as far as your high school is concerned?____

9.

Are any standardized prognostic elementary
algebra tests given to the students before
they take the course?________________

10*

Are any standardized elementary algebra tests
other than prognostic given to the
____ _________________
8tudents ?
a* If so* please name them and state the time
of the school year they are given?

B. Preparation of your major tests (such as those given
~si; Tke end oF tES^sIk we ©IS '
’or semester)

C*

1*

Bow many major elementary algebra tests do you
give your students in the ©ours® of a school
year?____________________

2.

Bo you generally inform your students before
these tests that a test is coming?

3*

Bo you generally select your test items from
the basal textbooks used?

4*

How much time on the average would you say it
takes you to make out such & test?

Preparation of your minor tests (such as daily
"'qulisis")
1* About how many minor tests do you give your
students in a typical week?_______________
2* Bo you generally inform your students before
these tests that a test is coming?^______ _
3. Bo you generally select your test items from
the basal textbooks used?
4*

low much time on the average would you say it
takes you to make out such a test?
_____

*1430*

Miri.tn.ta.tration, of your teats
X*

How much time do yougenerally allow your
students to take major t®s ts ? i ^ ^ | | | ^ ^^
Minor tests?

0*

If you hay© more than one section, do you give
the same major test to each section?__________
Sam© minor test to each section?

3.

Do you usually prepare alternate major tests, so
that only every other seated student will be
taking the sam© test?
Do-you usually prepare alternate minor testa?..

4.

Fleas© indicate by a check mark the
which you give your major testa t
On the blackboard

______

formin
______

By mimeographed sheets^_____________________
By dictating the problems____________________
By other methods (name)___________ _______
Your minor tests*
On the blackboard
By mimeographed sheets

___________ _______

By dictating the problems
By other methods

(name)

____

S.

If room permits, do you assign
the students
alternate seats in the giving of a major
test?
Minor test?

6*

Does insuring Independent work on the part of
your students during a test present a
pr obi®m ?

7.

How would you suggest such a problem be
hand! ed?_______ ]_____ ________ ___ _________

8.

How much emphasis do you place on memorization
of material in your testing program?
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E.

F*

Evaluation procedures
1#

Do you generally allow the students to correct
their own major test papers?________________
Minor test papers?________________________ _

2.

Do you generally allow the students to correct
major test papers not their own?____________
Minor test papers not their own?__________ _

3*

About how much in percentage does each major
test count toward a .student1s final mark for
a report period (six or nine weeks)?________

4#

About how much in percentage do all minor
tests count toward a student*s final mark
for a report period?

The following problems are given for your appraisal#
Pleas* grade them any way you wish, The highest
possible score is 10 points#
1#

The Problem
y./

g/ y / 3 , 2

y -

3

7

f

2

f £7

7

- y - 0

The Student*a Work
Lowest common multiple =
y2 - y - 6 = (y - 3)(y 4 2)
(y f i)(y - 3) / (y / 3){y - 3) =2y2 / 7
y2 ~ y ~ 6 / y2 ~ 9= 2y2 / 7
~y * 6 - 9 = 7
~ 15= 7 - y
-22 = - y
y • 22
Boor® you would assign (possible score
la 10 points)
Please explain why you marked the problem as you did:

-1452*

The Problem
The sum of two numbers Is 200* Th© larger
divided by th© smaller gives a partial
quotient of 3 and a remainder of 8* Find
each number*
The Student1© Work
Let each number b© x, 200 - x
Lowest common multiples x
200 X

X

.3/0
X

X

200 * x = 3 / 8
200 - 3 «* S = x
x = 189
200 - xs 11
Score you would assign (possible score
is 10 points)
Please explain why you marked th© problem as you
dids

•1 4 6 -

APPENDIX B

Montana State University
Missoula, Montana
May 6, 1953

High School
, Montana
Dear
I am conducting a survey In the field of tests and
measurements as they relate to the marking system used
In elementary algebra* Educators today are tending to
show more concern toward the study of this field.
Many factors tend to influence the testing program
in the school today, such as the textbooks used, the
number of sections of students, the number of students
in a class or section, the frequency of testing, the
preparation and marking of tests, and the weights given
to each test,
I have enclosed a questionnaire for your appraisal
of various factors as they affect the testing program In
elementary algebra, I have attempted to keep the Indi
vidual items simple in form, most of them requiring only
a few words to answer. If any item can not be answered
in the space allotted, please do not hesitate to write on
the back of the questionnaire.
Tour testing program in elementary algebra, no doubt,
Includes major tests at regular intervals such as six
weeks tests and probably minor teats such as daily quizzes,
I am making a study of the kinds of tests given by mathe
matics teachers, To that end I would appreciate it if you
would enclose a copy of any major elemenzary algeBra~~test
_
ave given recently. Please state what section of the
book the lestcovers♦ Along i&th this, I would also
appreciate the scores on this test made by the pupils in
any elementary algebra section or class you may teach.
Please designate each pupil only by letter or number,
Itm m m m m m m m
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I am sure that you, as an educator, can see the in
creasing importance of the field of tests and measure
ments in the various areas of teaching. You do not need
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to give th® name of the system In which you are employed.
I would appreciate your cooperation in this survey and
your return of this questionnaire as soon as your time
permits,
If you are Interested In the results of this survey,
I will be glad to furnish them at your request*
Yours sincerely,

Buane L* Fredrick®
Approved?

School of Education
Montana State University

AFFEMDIX Q

Montana State University
Missoula, Montana
November 25, 1953

High School
, Montana
Dear

__^

I am conducting a survey in the field of tests and
measurements as they relate to the marking system used in
elementary algebra* I m sure that you, as an educator,
can see the Increasing importance of th© field of tests
and measurements in the various areas of teaching.
A questionnaire of this type was sent to th© elemen
tary algebra instructor at your school last spring* You
may not have personally received such a questionnaire at
that time, or your schedule of spring activities may not
have permitted you to reply.
Various factors tend to influence th© testing pro
gram in the secondary school, such as th© textbook in use,
the number of sections of students, the number of students
in a class or section, the frequency of testing, the prep
aration and marking of tests, and th© weights given to
each test.
A questionnaire has been enclosed for your appraisal
of various factors as they affect th© testing program in
elementary algebra. Th© individual items are simple in
form, most of them requiring only a few words to answer#
If any item cannot be answered in th© space allotted,
please do not hesitate to write on th© back of thequeattonn&lre.
Your program of testing in elementary algebra
probably includes major tests at regular intervals, such
as six weeks tests, and probably minor tests, such as
daily quizzes. I am making a study of th© kinds of tests
given by mathematics teachers. To that end I would appreciat© it if you would enclose a copy of any major elementary
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algebra test you hay# glven recently* Would you please
state" what sectToiT^of t n«TT>ooSc'liKi"' test covers? Also,
if possible, X would appreciate the scores made on this
test by the pupils in any elementary algebra section or
class you may teach* Please designate each pupil only
by letter or number*
X would appreciate your co-operation in this survey
and your return of this questionnaire as soon as your time
permits* If you are Interested in the results of this
survey, X will be glad to furnish them at your request*
Tours sincerely,

Duane I** Fredricks

Approved?

School of Education
Montana State University
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APPERDZX D

Montana State University
Missoula, Montana
January 11, 1954

High School
, Montana
Bear_______ s
A few weeks ago you were sent a questionnaire per
taining to evaluation In elementary algebra instruction
and a letter of explanation* This questionnaire was en
closed for your appraisal of the various factors that
influence th© testing program in elementary algebra*
I have attempted to keep the individual Items simple in
form, many of them requiring but one word to answer#
If it is feasible, I would appreciate it very much
if you would enclose a copy of any major elementary alge
bra test you have given recently together with th© scores
made on this test by the pupils in any elementary algebra
section or class you may teach. Fleas© designate each
pupil only by letter or number# Would you pleas© state
what section of the book the test covers?
I realise that the semester Is drawing to a close
and that you may be hard-pressed for time# However, your
cooperation would be of great help to me In my survey. If
you desire another copy of the questionnaire, I will be
glad to send you one together with a stamped, selfaddressed envelop® at your request. If you are Interested
In th® results of this survey, I will be glad to furnish
them#
Tours sincerely,

Duane I. Fredricks
School of Education
Montana State University
Missoula, Montana
Approved!

School of Education
Montana State University
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APFEIDIX E

Montana State University
Missoula, Montana
June IB, 1954

©ear____ ^5
I have completed the survey in the field of tests
and measurements pertaining to th© marking systems used
in elementary algebra.
A few months ago you were sent a questionnaire to
which you replied and requested the results* The question
naire was divided into three main divisions • the pre
paration, administration, and evaluation of elementary
algebra examinations. Th® results are presented to you
In the form of a summary. The teachers referred to in the
summary are the seventy who replied to th© questionnaire
out of the original 100.
I sincerely apologise if there has been considerable
delay in mailing these results to you. A second survey
was necessary due to Incomplete returns on the first one.
This delayed th© tabulation of the final results by
several months.
Tour cooperation in this survey is greatly appreci
ated. Without your help and that of the other teachers,
this study would not have been possible.
Yours sincerely,

Duane L. Fredricks

-152APPENDIX F
LIST OF MONTANA SECONDAHY SCHOOLS COOPERATING IN THE SUBVET
First Class

Third Class (continued)

Anaconda
Billings
Oreat Falls
Helena

Big Fork
Box Elder
Buffalo
Cascade
Circle
Clyde Park
Custer
Dodson
Flaxvlll©
Florence
Fraser
Hlngham
Ismay
Joplin
Judith Gap
Lavlna
Lima
Manhattan
Melston®
Musselshell
Peerless
Power
Boberts
Boy
Ryegate
Shepherd
Stanford
Sheridan
Superior
Wllaall

Second Class
Baker
Big Sandy
Browning
Chateau
Columbus
Corvallis
Cut Bank
Ennis
Forsyth
Frold
Fromberg
Glasgow'
Hamilton
Harlem
Havre
Hyshare
Libby
Malta
Plains
Poison
Roundup
Shelby
Stevensvi11©
Sunburst
Thompson Falls
Three Forks
Victor
Whitehall
Worden
Third Class
Alberton
Antelop©
Belfry

County High Schools
Flathead
Missoula
Park
Powell

-153AFFEUDIX G

AN ALGEBRA SEMESTER EXAMINATION
CONSIDERED TO BS "EXCELLENT" BY THE WRITER
ALGEBRA
1ST SEMESTER EXAMINATION
NAME

DATE

Answer
1* 1*

Given A=2, b=3, e=5, d»l, e=0, and f=6
Find the followingt
abo - df / def
“3?
T
~s~

2

.
2.

16.4-3.2.5 f 16 * 5.3.

_______ 3. (a)
__________

<b)

3.
4.

Solve for X:
a.

12X * 72

b. l/2 X = 4

5.

4*

Solve for X and check:
5X * 7X * 6X = 72

7*(a)

5,

Add j
*16
-15
*12

(b)
Add I
-5,6* -10, 2,4, *10, -8, -3,/5, -7 =
8. (a)

-154(b) 7.

, Multiply}

Subtract I

a. 841
-311

b.

-5.25
Z4.65

. (-4) (-S)s

b. 3.5 (-2)=
9. (a) 9.

(a) 24r(-6} =
<b)

{-16)t {-8>5

11.

Simplify:

(b)
10.

10.

Add and checks

5X*7T / 3Z / 8 X* 2
0X-OT -42 -10 X s 3
2X*6X - Z - 2 2 « 4

2®-3a-(2a-b)/3b~afb5

11 *

12•{a)
(b)
12.
13.

(a)

Multiply:
4X,2/ X / 5 by X / 2
(b) {4a2/ 6a-7)(a2-a/ S)

14.
13. Solve for X:
-6 (3*X)s 30

14. Divide:
2XS-7Xy/3Y2 by X-3Y

15.(a)
.(b)
IS.

Find the factorsf

(a) 4a2be*8abe8

(b) 10 *Vs5a3 - 45a2

16.(a)
.(b)
16.
17.(a)

Write the products:
(a) (4H7t5K) (4H-5K)
(b) (.3a8-.4b2)(.Sa2* .4b2 )

-155.(b)

18.

17.

Find the factors!

(a)

X 2/ 0 X / 9

(bj X2j*2X - 15

IB.

Find th® factor:

19*

2m3n - 19m2n/24mn
19*

20*

B m e as 19

Factor, being sure
to obtain prim©
factors*

32m4 - 162 a M

9X*V42X * 49
20*

21

21. 6% interest on a
sum of money is #720*
Find the sum #

.

^22.

22* If 5 is subtracted from two times a
number, the result is 59. find the number.

23,

23m Th© value of 72 coins is $5.90. The
coins are dimes and nickel®. How many are
there of each?

24.
24. Fourteen years ago John was twice as old
as his sister and now th© sum of their ages
is 40 years. What is th© age of each?
25.
25, A man walks 9 miles, then travels a cer
tain distance by automobile, m d twice as far
by train. If the whole trip is 108 miles,
how far does h© go by automobile? How far by
train t
26.
27m(a)
26* Th© sum of three numbers Is 81. The
second number is twice th© first, and the
third is 6 more than the second. Find th©
number.
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27* (a) At what rat© of interest must #8000
be invested to produce an annual income that
will pay th© rent at #40 a month?
(b) How much must a man Invest at 5$, if
he already has #12,000 invested at 7#, to give
him a total annual income of 6% of his total
amount invested?
28*(a) Find each man’s share of the profits of a
business if A receives twice as much as 8, and
B receives twice as much as 0 and th© profits
for th© year are #35,000*
(b)
■<°>
(b) The width of a field is to its length as 1
is to 6* If its perimeter is 140 rods, what
is the length? (c) The width?
29*
30*
29* The number of dollars Frank earned in
th© summer vacation was 30 less than three
times the number which Fred earned* Both to*
gather earned #130* How much did each earn?

30* A square has the same area as a rectangle
whose length is 8 feet more than a side of th©
square and whose width Is 4 feet less* Find
the side of the square*

APPENDIX H
AM ALGEBRA SIX WEEKS' TEST
CONSIDERED TO BE "EXCELLENT" BY THE WRITER
JANUARY 13, 1954

ALGEBRA SIX WEEKS TEST

Divide:
1.

ISx
— fy 6y
*.

2. 8a8
/ 4a
--- ------

3.

24a8b2 y 6ab2•/ 30a2b
Sab

4. -SOtA3 y g s A 8
-6®is

Long Divisions
6.

n2 - 7n ■» 8
" n / 1

6. 20 - 7x - 6x2
‘H .....
7.

Solve following equationss
S*

b _45
3T

9.

2w / 13= 7

10•

B x= 21 - 2x

11.

3{8x - 2)= 5(4 / 2x)

Solve for last letter of alphabets
12 * y - a * 2b
13*

ax « -2c

Solves

9x2• y 25
2i
3#y

6mn

15816* Th© length of a playground exceeds twice its width
by 25 feet, and 650 feet of fencing are needed to
enclose it. Find Its dimensions*
IT* Bill Jones wanted Sally Smith*® telephone number. To
tease him, Sally said that ninety added to her age
equalled six times her telephone number minus 6060*
Bill knew that Sally was 18 years old, but he didn’t
know enough algebra to call her. Find Sally’s tele*
phone number.
18*

Bet m represent 14. How can you represent the numbers
15, 16, and 17 in terms of m?

19. The sum of two consecutive numbers is 57* Find th®
numbers•
20. On® angle, of a triangle is twice as large as another.
The third angle contains 5 degrees more than the
larger of the two, Find each angle.
21. Th© length of & certain rectangle is 3 inches greater
than the side of a given square* The width of the
rectangle is 1 inch"less than th® side of the square.
The area of the rectangle is 51 square Inches greater
than the area of the square. Find the number of
inches in the side of the square,
22. A westbound train leaves the Union Station traveling
55 miles an hour* At th© same time, an eastbound
local departs at 55 miles an hour* In how many
hours will the trains be 270 miles apart?
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APPENDIX I
AN ALGEBRA SEMESTER TEST
CONSIDERED TO BE "GOOD" BY TEE WRITER
ALGEBRA I
FIRST SEMESTER TEST
NAME
Add the following:
1) -4
5

2) 3 3)
-3

8)

9) 9
8

13)

4
-1

-5
-7

S)

-3
-7

S)

8
-9

7)

-6
5

2.6x2y IS) -30y® 16) li 17) 1.75ex
8.0xay
20y*
-3i
2.25ex
.. .

m rnm m m m m m m m m m i

2x «» 7y
22)

25)

4a / 3b -5c 23)
2a - 8 h - 5o

4x| - 2x / 3 24)
y 7x - 9
35 » te / 9

-2§xys
/4txys5
-Sfxya
/3 > ,yg

2x / 3y
•4x
7y
*9x ^

Subtract th© following!
1)

3x2)

3x3) -3x
3x
«»5x

8)

2.73a?b®
*6.92a8bg

-3x
7)

21*
-13*

12)

-819X 13)
-413x

15)

13x - 14y
- 7x y 18y

4) ~3x
5x
9) -3f

-if

6x - 9y / 10s14)
4x * 5y - 3s
16)

8x - 7y / 8s.
*9x f 4y - 8g

5)

13a
- 4a

10) 475x°
-52Sx°

6) lSxy
18xy
11)

-3215

/iilZ

4xf * 6xy i yf
3x
-6ya
17)

16a/ 13b - 14o
-17a- 12b f 8c

K

i

umibhm

0
-S

11) 3x / 2y - 4s 12) 3x? - 2x / 1
2x - 7 / 6a
5xa / 4x * 3

10)-5
-6

8a-4b / 3c 14)
9aV5b - 7©

4)

-16018)
2a

af -8a / 1
V 6a - 6

19)

14x -17y
- 9x / 3y

20) 4a - 4b - 4c
-2a / 2b / 2e

21)

From 9xs - 4x

- 3 subtract 3x2 / 4x - 2.

22)

Froma - b / c subtract 2a - 2by 2c.

25)

Subtract Bx - 7f - Bz from 3x -2y - s*

24)

Subtract X3x - 19y f z from 4x f $j - 6z.

25)

Subtract 8a - X from 8a - X.

MuXtlpXy th© foXXowings
X)

-4
3

2)

4
3

7)

12
13

8}

-15
^X6

12)

3ed_13)

-had2

3)

4)

9) -84
3§

Si,
-4a5

17)

6(2x3 - 3x - 6)

20)

-3(2x-3y/4a)

23)

-4
-3

14)

x5 IS) x”-1
xf,
x
3(x-3y)

-17a
~J5z

16) 4(4a/5b-5e)

19) 5x(a-4)

7(x2y-y)22)

x / 2 byx / 1

25)

x2 / xy / y2
x y__

followings

1)

-3 by - 1

2) -3 by 1

5)

16 by - 3

6) -15 by 2

9)-10 by - 2

10)

-34

12)

x4 by x2

15)

9xya5 by 9xz2 16)

13) 8a2b

3)

.9hk2

21)

B3 -3B2 by BS

by - 4
by 2a

24)

4)

3 by 1

8)

-10 by 1

II) x8 by x4
14)

-lOx^ by -2x5 y

10m2n by 5 nm

22) |x2

x2 / lOx / 21

3 by - 1

7) 3| by £

by ,3hk2 19) E* by Er

18)

x/3)

6)

XX) ~l|
-3jg

x2 / 2x / 3
24) x2 / 2x / 1
_____ x / 2_______ ______ x / 1

Divide the

23)

5) -5*
4

10) -5
-3

18)
21)

4
-3

17)12m4n4 by-2m3n5

20) xy /

xa by x

f Jx by 4*
x-8)

x2 -llx / 24

-15125)

a / b)— a3 / Sab "fSb*

Solve the following equations:
1)

5x = 10

5)

5x/7x/6x=72

©)
13)

4=^

2)

2x = 8

10)

6

)

3x/2x^4x=4S
x .5
4

x / 5 « 10

x / 7x r 12b

16) x-40 = 60

3)

17)

14)

X - go

8

3x=9

) 90 = |

2

11)

x / IS slS

x / i » 9i

x-9 = 50
21)

7)

4)

15)

18)

x / 25 = 50

x-15 * 25

x-12 = 2

23)

2x / 3 =19

24) fee -

26)

4x - 5s 23

27) 108 =7x - 28)

29)

10x= 35

33 )

5x / 3x / 4x= 36 34 ) 2x

36)

fee / 3 = 20

39)

3 x = x - 12

37) x . 3 / sn
38) 7x / 2x = 10 / 9
4 4
40) 5 = 2x-7 41)
-32 / 4x=8

42)

-9x= 3x - 36

43) 20=-3x / 26

45)

5x - 1= 3x

48)

-4 / x =-Sx/

fex= 15

/ 7
32

-6

31}

/ 9 =45

2.5x -

6

= 19

7x - 12 = 9
2.5x= 50

/ 2|x = 90

44)

35)

x f 8.3= 19.6

-9x = 3x / 36

y -

49 )

27x / 15 / 12x / 3 - 7x =15 /

6

11

=5y - 18

32)x . 1 4
3 “

46)

50)

25)

6x

x-i = 10

x-2.5= 12.5

4

22)

19)

20)

30)

Sx / 4 = 34

12)

/

12x

11 x / 13x - 4x -5= 6 x / 7 / 13x -5

47)

15 -

8

= 3x -1
6x
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APPENDIX J
AH ALGEBRA SIX WEEKS' TEST
CONSIDERED TO BE "GOOD" BY THE WRITER
Get.______
1 st. 6

'SI

weeks

NAME
1*

Writ© the formula for the perimeter of a rec
tangle.

a.

Indicate the sum of six and three.

3*

Indicate ten less than y.

4*

What are the factors of 14f

5.

that Is the name given to the 4 In the expression
4y2?

6*

What does a*b meant

7.

Find the value of 6y If y equals 5.

8*

Write 4y

9.

Find the value of 2a2 if a equals 'five*

10.

without using the exponent.

Is 4a / 5b a monomial, binomial or trlnomialf

11 ♦ Combine like terms in 4a / 10b - a - 2b.
12.

Simplify 8 42 / 6.

13.

Evaluate x2 / y2 - 10 when x equals 6 and y equals

3.
14.

Find the number of Inches In

15.

Solve for xt

16.

Solve for y : 7 / 2y = 4.

17.

On© number Is five times as large as another, their
sum is 3222. Find the numbers. (Show your equation
and work in the space just below.)

k

feet.

7x / 2x = 54.

*1 6 3

18*

What Is the cost of seven pencils at

y cents each?

19*

How much do y sacks of spuds weigh if each sack
weighs 90 p o u n d s ? _____________

20*

A rectangle is five times as long as it is wide,
and its perimeter is 246 feet* What are its length
and width? Show your equation and work*
______

21.

How many terms are there in the expression!
a - 4b / 6c - 2?__________ ____________________

22*

'Write 4yyy using an exponent*

23.

What is the coefficient of x in the expression
7x2 - 6?______

24.

If x equals 12 and y equals
x * I
Q
y
.

26*

Which are 11k® terms in the expresion
4x2 - 4x5 /10 xy * 10x2?________ _

26*

In the formula r « 3x - 2, what does r equal when
x equals 4?

27.

How much is - 6 plus a - 7?_____________________

28.

If you add / 8 and a * 3 what is the result?______

29.

If you add a / 3 and a * 8 what is the sum?______

30.

Find the sum of the signed numbers -5 ^ 4 - 8 / 2.

31.

Simplify s a / 5x / 6a ~ 9x.______________________

32.

Find the value of 2ae2 if
4.

33.

How would you represent five more than twice a certain
number?

___________

find the value of
____________________

a equals 3 and

c

equals

-10.4*
APPENDIX X

AN ALGEBRA SEMESTER EXAMINATION
CONSIDERED TO BE '’FAIR11 B3f THE WRITER
ALGEBRA SEMESTER
I. Solve for 2 unknownss
<l)4a/5b*-l
5a / b = 7
II.

III.

I?.

(2) r - 6 a = -10
Sr - 7« * -15

The number of two digits, the tens digit is 7 more
than the units digit. The sum of the digits Is
11* What is the number?
t * tens digit,
u « units digit*
Factors
*
(1) 5x2 * 5y

(2) ax2 - 6ax /

9a

(3) 5r2/ XOr * 15

Solve equation by factorings
(1) x2 - 9x / 20 * 0

V.

(3) 4 x / y * 5
2% / 4y«15

(2) 4ffl2 / 5m - 6 * 0

Reduce to lowest terms!
(1) l i t

{2) 2m * 2n 4m * 4n
5--- T 15---

7 ' J 2 -------------

t®) x2 ~ y2 . 2x f 2y
x

8 "

*

x

* Solve equation!
< 2 >

(3) y ; .8 /

s

VII.

r

1

|

„

2

.y - 5

**‘ier.

Solve for Xs
(1)5X30

(S)ftXsb

(3) ax - b = 0

-165VIII, Pact or and solve for Xs
(1)

x2 / 5 x / 6 = 0

(3)

6x2 = 3 - 7x

(3)

y2 / y - 6 = 0

IX. Take the square root
(1) ^73.4

(3) S 55.0000

(3) N 69.5800

X. Reduce radicalss

(1) flSS

(2) ^99

(3) | F
15

(4){~5

i ? = 1.73

fs = 2.33

115

IS) ,[7
Square root
I.)

M - U

(9)

2 -fT

fsf = 1.41

(V, -11 / 4 f 3
(10) 5 -’HF

(.)

^6 = 3.44

j . J *
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APPESDIX L
AM ALGEBRA SIX WEEKS» QUIZ
c o ns i d e r ed to be "pair" by the w r i t e r
To p. 48-Mllne

ALGEBRA ©BIZ
Name

You must solve numbers 3, 10, 12 If able* Choose any other
seven to make a total of 10, Show all work neatly on sep
arate paper, with correct set-ups and substitutions, etc*
This separate paper must be handed In with this test, so do
your scratch work on scratch paper. Write the correct
answers on the blanks provided for them on t his paper. Be
sure to copy accurately.
1, The earnings of a factory tripled each year for three
years. The earnings for the third year alone were
10,800 dollars* How much were the earnings for the
FIRST and SBOOI© years f
Earnings FIRST year_______ SECOND year_____________
2, John had 15^
than Henry*
How much had
John had
3, If A - 0, B * 3;
value ofs

less than James, James had 25^ less
But Henry had twice as much as James.
each!
; Janes had
; and Henry had_______
C * 55

[2 - AB(D2 ■* of
Show work heres

/

D * 4; and E * 6 ; find the

82 / Ef2(3 - 2A)2 ___ An*.

4.

Add: SA - 6 ( 8 / 0) / 7, 5{B / C) - 6 A -4, 8 A - 9(B / C)
- 9, 3A / 2 - 5(B / G). Answer is _________________

5.

Addt 7(X / Y - 1), 2B(X / Y - 1), -5(X / Y - 1),
3B(X / Y - 1). Answer is _______________________ _

6.

A man earned daily for 8 days four times as much as
he paid for his board each day, Besides the 8 days
that he worked, he was idle three days. If h© had
#52.50 left after receiving his wages and paying his
board bill, how much did he receive per day, and what
was his board per dayf
His daily wages were
; his daily board was_______ _

*1 6 7 -

7.

(a) Subtract 14X2Y2 Answer is __

8 XX3

- 4XY from SX3 Y 2 / 10XY.

(b) Prom CX - 14ABY / 7A2 B2 subtract 9X - 14AEY 4
1SA8 B2.
Answer Is
8. Simplify by removing parenthesis?
(Show work on
separate sheet*}
SA - (2A / 1) / [A - 3 - (3-4-A)j • Answer is______
9* Find the vain© of X when? TO ~ 56 - 10X / 12 = 80 33X / 46*
X « ______ .
10* Three boys had together 86/*James had 18/ more than
John, and Henry had 25/ more than James. How much
had each?
John’s = __________ $ James =
; Henry’s = _ _ _ _
11. (a) Multiply A2
Answer is
(b) Multiply
Answer is_

/ B - 2C by A2 - B - C.
- l) - X®Yb / Y b _ 1 By I 1 * S - Y 1 “ b.
.

12. Multiply: X‘2c 4 P / 2 _ xp - 2cy2 / p * 3c ^ yp / 4
- 3o by x2 c / p „ Y 3 c . 4 _ p # (gap
worked right
here - ans* below*)
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AH AWMBRA SEMESTER EXAMINATION
CONSIDERED TO BE *POOR* BY THE WHITER
SEMESTER EXAMINATION
Do not write on this test.
1.

Tell whether each of the following Is a monomial, a
binomial, or a trinomials
(a)

2.

Use your own paper.

X

(b)

5X

{c ) 7XY / Y 8

Write the following using exponents:
(a)

XXX

(b)

(e)

SAAAA

mmm

(f)

(e)

6YYY

(d)

GOOD

4hh - Shhh

3.

On© number is 5 times as large as another, and their
si^si is 324* What are the two numbers?

4*

A certain number plus 9 times Itself equals BO.
What is the number?

5*

The perimeter of a triangle is 210 in* Find the
lengths of Its sides if the 3rd side is 1-| times
as long as each of the others *

6.

Find 4 consecutive Integers whose sum is 206*

7.

The sum of 4 consecutive odd integers is 256*
are the integers?

Problems 8 thru 12:
.

5X2
5X

11.

8 X3

8

12.

9>

6 X?
/ 6X / 6
-5X“ / X - 1
X 2 - 2X / 1

/ 2X2 - 4X -

Y 1Y .
I f 5 ‘

Add:

6 X2

10.

Y / 1°
~Y - 1

-X 3 -X / 5X2 =

that

169Problema 13 thru 17!
13.
17.

5X
5X

14.

Subtract:
15.

5X2
-5X8

-5X~
5X

16.

-5X‘

X§ - 5XX / X
-X^ - 2XX / X

Problems 18 thru 31s

Multiply:

18.

5X3 / 3X2 - X -„2
-X'

19.

* % / MH2 / N5
2 Mfl

20.

X 4 . X2 =

21.

X8 . X 7 . X8 =

Problems 22 thru 27s Divide if possible:
22.
26*

X?
Is
X'2

23.

21C _
“5c?

Problems 28 thru 31:
28.

8

'/ (H / 7) s

30.

5X - (X -5) - 3=

24.

“

27*

40 .
80

25
■

H

241 - 1ST .

Bemove parentheses and simplify:
29. M / 3(M / H)=
31. 4X /

2(X-3) -2(X-3) /

1
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APPENDIX N
AH ALGEBRA SIX WEEKS« TEST
CONSIDERED TO BE wPOOBtt BY THE WRITER
ALGEBRA 1
2nd Six Weeks
2nd Semes ter
This test covered: two unknowns and special products
and factoring.
1*

2 x - y=5
6x • 3ya 24

2.

Solve for x and y:

are simultaneous, inconsistent, dependent
equations#

5x • 9y - 37
x * y / 5
Multiply the following!
3.

x2(x3 - ax / b)

4#

(2n - 3) <n - 6)

Factor the following Into prime factors:
5*

x2 / 2xy / y2

S.

x2 / 5x / 4

7.

m3 / 7m2 / 12m

y.

x* - 81

9.

6x2 - 5x - 6

10.

3x2 - 3x

Solve for the literal number:
U.

(s / 12) ( a -

4)=«2 / 16

12.

{x / 2) ( 2x -

1)- (x-3) (x / 6}= 11 / x2

17115* A candy »ak©r Mixed a grade of candy Made to sell at
45/ a pound with another grade made to sell at 85/
a pound to make a mixed candy to sell at 67/ a
pound. How many pounds of each grade should he use
to make 100 pounds of the mixed grade?
14*

The sum of two numbers is 30* If 3 times the larger
number is subtracted from four t imes the smaller, the
result is 1. Find the numbers.

Any 10 of the 14 were done.

